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ABSTRACT 
 
The Inside Out Church: The Principles of Moving an Internally  
Focused Church to Become an Externally Focused Church 
 
 
Dale Melenberg 
Doctor of Ministry 
School of Theology, Fuller Theological Seminary 
2015 
 
The purpose of this doctoral project will be to provide missional-minded church 
leaders in the Christian Reformed Church in Canada with principles to create 
environments in which their churches’ members grow in becoming active agents for 
Christ in their own communities of home, work or recreation. The Christian Reformed 
Church of North America (CRCNA), founded in Canada by Dutch immigrants, remained 
isolated and insular for most of its history. Despite its rich heritage of reaching out both 
at home and abroad through evangelical and diaconal ministries, its theological doctrines, 
beliefs and practices purported a posture of defensiveness against the culture, including 
other denominations. Canada is saturated with secular values and ideals that either 
promote Christians to withdraw into their own isolated communities of faith, or to adopt 
the cultural norms which diminish their effectiveness in bearing witness to Christ’s 
invitation to “have life, and have it to the full” (Jn 10:10).1 A missional imagination is 
needed to create environments for Christians in which to flourish as active agents of 
Christ promoting a content and harmonious life with God and with neighbors. 
This project paper will name several key theological principles and strategic 
principles to be implemented for the purpose of creating environments for missional 
engagement. Maranatha Church will be utilized to provide examples of how these 
principles can be deployed. The paper will also propose future endeavours that will 
continue the trajectory of deepening the engagement practices within missional 
environments. The goal of the Christian life is to be on mission with God. 
 
Words: 262 
 
Content Reader: Bob Whitesel, D.Min. Ph.D.  
 
                                                 
1 All Scripture quoted is from the New International Version. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
“Can you help us reach the community?” The question was like a fish hook in my 
lip. It was this question that drew me to accept the position of Pastor for Maranatha 
Christian Reformed Church (Maranatha) in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. However, the 
underlying motivation for this question was unfortunately not about advancing the 
Kingdom but rather about the church’s declining numbers. Whether the individual on the 
calling committee could articulate the sentiment or not, he must have sensed the truth of 
it and enquired about reaching the community. Other committee members spoke their 
concern for the youth in the church, and for those that were no longer at Maranatha. The 
church knew it had to do something.  
Ten years earlier Maranatha had suffered a secession over doctrinal issues, 
leaving the church with less than half of their original numbers. The pastor they hired 
after the church-split helped them regroup and heal from their wounds. Together they 
chose an identity statement that reflected the belief of their current good health, “Flowing 
with the Promises of God.”1 This newly formed identity statement helped them deal with 
their present circumstances, but afforded them no vision for the future. Maranatha sensed 
that they were losing momentum and wanted to reverse the trend. 
 
  
                                                 
1 Maranatha Christian Reformed Church, Vision Document (Calgary, AB., 2001). 
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The Christian Reformed Church of North America Factor 
 
Maranatha was not alone in their quest to stabilize diminishing numbers. The 
denomination, Christian Reformed Church of North America 2 (CRCNA) as a whole also 
had lost members steadily over the past twenty years. A denomination wide survey and 
tabulation, done every five years since 1987, reveals much about the decline in 
population. The demographics by age reveal that the median age had risen from 44 to 52 
from 1987 until 2007, while the percentage of “Under 40 Years of Age” population 
decreased from 42 percent to 25 percent in the same time frame.3 The aging demographic 
and the decline in family size could explain the majority of these statistics, however a 
deeper malaise was present, though not necessarily recognizable.  
The malaise could be identified as the inability to adapt to the changing 
environment around them. In Canada this inability to adapt is especially evident as the 
Canadian culture is very much secular driven. Canada cannot claim, like its neighboring 
nation to the south, that it is a Christian nation. The Canadian side of the CRCNA (CRC 
in Canada), populated mostly by Dutch immigrants in the 1950s, is still firmly entrenched 
in its practices, traditions and rituals that inhibit it from effectively retaining members 
and or attracting new members. The population of the denomination, as seen in Canada 
and Maranatha specifically, was declining to the point of desperation – “Can you help us 
reach the community?” 
                                                 
2 The Christian Reformed Church in North America, as founded in 1857, is a binational church 
consisting of approximately 1100 churches in both Canada and the United States. 
 
3 Rodger Rice, Neil Carson and Christina Vanden Bosch, eds., Spiritual and Social Trends and 
Patterns in the Christian Reformed Church in North America (Grand Rapids, MI: Centre for Social 
Research, 2009), 10, 11. 
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The CRCNA lays claim to some outstanding ministries that have made them 
world-renown despite their proportionately small size compared to mainline and 
evangelical churches. Since its inception in 1857 in North America, the CRCNA has 
founded Calvin College, Calvin Theological Seminary, Home Missions and World 
Missions agencies, Back to God Ministries (a media-orientated ministry), World Renew 
(a world relief organization complete with immediate disaster relief services), Faith Alive 
(a publications arm), not to mention the numerous Christian education locally-based 
schools throughout both Canada and the USA. The CRCNA prides themselves in being 
astute theologians, and lends this strength to any and all other denominations that ask.  
It is often marvelled at how much a small denomination of less than a quarter-
million people can do when they set their mind to it. The mantra, “Where there is a will, 
there is a way” speaks in more ways than one in naming this phenomenon. “Where there 
is a will” speaks to the CRCNA’s strength as a denomination, both the sense to think it, 
and to actually do it. John H. Kromminga spoke about the CRCNA’s can-do attitude 
when he reflected on the denomination’s first one hundred years, saying, “God’s favor is 
our challenge.”4 Collectively, the members of the CRCNA pooled their resources to fund 
the wide and diverse ministries it founded. The members in the pews gave of their hard 
earned monies through what is called “Ministry Shares”, a per member allotment of tithes 
that goes towards denominational ministries. These “Ministry Shares” are the resources 
that afforded the CRCNA to accomplish so much in the way of local and global ministry. 
                                                 
4 Henry J. Kuiper ed., One Hundred Years in the New World (Grand Rapids, MI: Centennial 
Committee, 1957) 5. J. H. Kromminga wrote that “God’s favor is our challenge.” in the initial chapter, 
“Our First Hundred Years.” 
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The structure of the CRCNA is based on a system of delegated authority upward 
and outward. The authority in the Church originates in the local church, with the elected 
council of elders and deacons. The local church organizes themselves regionally into a 
“Classis” where they delegate authority (and mutual accountability) upward and outward 
for the purpose of regionally-based ministry initiatives.5 The collective “Classes” then 
delegate authority (and mutual accountability) outward and upward to a binational body 
called “Synod.” It is Synod’s responsibility to manage and nurture global initiatives. This 
system of delegated authority upward and outward along with the “Ministry Shares” 
system has a negative effect on the local church member. Yes, the denomination is proud 
of their accomplishments, but engagement by the local church member in the actual 
ministry has been reduced to prayer and tithes. The local church member has no direct 
contact with ministry and thus has relinquished ownership and responsibility of the 
ministries. No direct engagement then reduces the aspect of modelling good, Christian 
behaviour down to that of regular church attendance, personal devotions, and almsgiving; 
behaviour that would not prove to be enough to retain the cynical, skeptical, or 
ambivalent members. 
The CRCNA’s strengths of collective will and resources have not been enough to 
maintain or grow their membership. Surely their astute minds led to excellent curriculum 
for discipleship and evangelism efforts, but when these ministry initiatives were not 
modeled in real time behaviour and action then those on the fence about church 
                                                 
5 Classis is an ecclesiastical body in the CRCNA; it is an intermediary between the local church 
and the synod. Its corollary in the Presbyterian Church would be the presbytery. Classes is the plural of 
Classis. 
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attendance, devotions and tithing were wont to leave. The CRCNA steadfastness to 
liturgies, rituals, and ministry practices may have satisfied the older generations, but the 
younger ones were increasingly dismayed by the irrelevance of such a conservative 
approach in the midst of contemporary times. The CRCNA’s struggle has certainly been 
from within, but also if not more so from without, especially in secular Canada. 
 
The Canadian Factor 
 
The Canadian culture has been quickly moving from a conservative stance to that 
of a more liberal outlook, in the sense of moving away from any religious foundations 
towards that of secular sentiments. Christian Smith and Melinda Lundquist Denton’s 
label of the current cultural state certainly fits the Canadian scene. They describe the 
cultural mindset as that of Moralistic Therapeutic Deism (MTD).6 A simplified definition 
of MTD would be as follows: if it seems good to you (moralistic) and if it feels good to 
you (therapeutic) and any god [or no god at all] can define what is good (deism) then go 
ahead and do it. Such a mindset within Canadian society is what drives the nation to 
embrace same-sex marriage, euthanasia, and the removal of anything religious from the 
public sphere. Add to that mindset an acceptance and tolerance of other cultures as 
introduced by varied immigrant populations and you get a mosaic effect of MTD. The 
impact of MTD bleeds its way into the Church, and the CRC in Canada is not immune.  
The church members are affected (infected) by the cultural air they breathe in the 
workplace, marketplace, and social spaces of Canada. Without knowing it, members of 
                                                 
6 Christian Smith and Melinda Lundquist Denton, Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual 
Lives of American Teenagers (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005) 162-170. 
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the CRC in Canada place demands on the church to acquiesce to cultural norms. The 
members cannot be blamed in and by themselves, they are only looking for congruency 
between their world and their church, their faith and their practices. In other words, they 
are seeking comfort in the integration of their way of life. The question for the CRC in 
Canada is how to respond to such demands; do they embrace, engage, or excuse 
themselves? A renewed outlook on life and faith is needed to assist the CRC in Canada 
and its members in its response to the current context of the milieu that is Canada. 
There is a need for the church to be bilingual. Church members must be well 
versed in speaking church-ese and cultural-ese, and not only able to speak these two 
dialects but more so to be able to translate the one to the other and back again.7 This is 
true of the CRC in Canada, they need to re-familiarize themselves with what they believe 
about their identity as founded in God in mission, and they must orientate themselves 
with practices that come out of a renewed identity. This renewal comes under the title of 
being missional; God is a missional God, the CRCNA are to be a missional people, and 
the Canadian scene is its missional field. 
 
Missio Dei 
 
The CRC in Canada is inclined to return to its Reformation roots in order to 
discover a renewed identity. Gary Nelson, though, encourages a return to the early first 
century Church’s beginnings, saying that they “believed that knowing Christ also meant 
                                                 
7 Kenda Creasy Dean, Almost Christian: What the Faith of our Teenagers is Telling the American 
Church (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010) 149. 
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taking on the missio Dei, the redemptive mission of God to the whole world.”8 Nelson 
quotes David Bosch in defining missio Dei as it pertains to the missional church, “The 
classical doctrine of missio Dei as God the Father sending the Son, and God the Father 
and the Son sending the Spirit [is] expanded to include yet another “movement”: Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit sending the church into the world.”9 Where the term missio finds its 
origins as a theological, redemptive-historical term as developed in the doctrine of the 
Trinity, Bosch is building on an evolving missiological understanding of the missio Dei.10 
“The original proposal for a Trinitarian basis [for missio Dei] entered mainstream 
thinking at the International Missionary Council (IMC) conference held in 1952 at 
Willingen, Germany.”11 It was Karl Hartenstein who attributed the doctrine of missio Dei 
as coming from Karl Barth’s theology, especially as found in his 1932 lectures, and tied 
them to the 1952 Willingen lectures.12 Now, sixty years later, the term missio Dei refers 
to the theological, redemptive-historical action of God and his invitation for his chosen 
peoples to participate in the reconciliation of the world back to him. 
Nelson furthers the explanation and implications of the missio Dei stating, 
As we reimagine the church . . . we do so in the profound belief that we are not 
taking God there [into the world]; God is already there. Our task (as church) is to 
find out where God is at work and to join God’s activity.  . . . The missio Dei 
                                                 
8 Gary V. Nelson, Borderland Churches: A Congregational Introduction to Missional Living (St. 
Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2008) 38. 
 
9 Ibid., 38,39. 
 
10 John G. Flett, The Witness of God: The Trinity, Missio Dei, Karl Barth, and the Nature of 
Christian Community (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co, 2010) 14. 
 
11 Ibid., 11. 
 
12 Ibid., 12. 
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changes the functional direction of church from a centrifugal (flowing in) to a 
centripetal (flowing out) dynamic. This in turn [leads] to a shift in emphasis from 
attracting crowds to equipping, dispersing, and multiplying Christ followers as a 
central function of the church.13 
 
The CRC in Canada and Maranatha alongside of it must undertake to renew its identity 
under the understanding of God’s identity as defined by missio Dei. 
A renewed praxis within the CRC in Canada will flow out of a renewed identity 
within the missio Dei. As noted by Nelson, a shift towards equipping, dispersing, and 
multiplying Christ followers must occur. This missional shift will require an emphasis to 
be placed on glocal14 missions and personal discipleship. I refer to these two ministry 
activities as missionship and discipleship. 
Together, the foci of missionship and discipleship, will enable the church to grow 
both in numbers and in maturity. But change is never without resistance. Samuel Escobar 
describes the growth and resistance in this way: “The mission to which God sends those 
he chooses is always [an impossible mission made] possible only because God will act in 
order to accomplish his purposes.”15 Nelson writes “Life in [this missional engagement] 
is simply an act of obedience to that which we have been called to do as part of our 
discipleship to Jesus Christ.”16 Nonetheless, resistance to new ways of doing church in 
                                                 
13 Nelson, Borderland Churches, 39. Note: I suspect Nelson confused the two words, centrifugal 
and centripetal. 
 
14 Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, glocal. “glocal: relating to the connections or 
relationships between global and local businesses, problems etc.,” 
http://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/glocal, accessed June 21, 2015. 
 
15 Samuel Escobar, The New Global Mission (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2003) 88. 
 
16 Nelson, Borderland Churches, 40. 
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becoming a missional church remains. The resistance factors must be understood if the 
church is to grow strong and outward. 
Two types of resistance will become evident immediately, that of fear, and that of 
misunderstanding. Fear is the anxiety that is caused by the unknown, and 
misunderstanding is the confusion over what the end goal is to be. Much effort in clarity 
and assurance that God is out there waiting for Christians to participate in what he is 
already doing, will be paramount in the transition from an internally focused church to an 
externally focused church. This transition to becoming externally minded (an inside-out 
church) and the principles that are required are what this paper seeks to purport. 
 
Final Project Outline 
 
The purpose of this doctoral project will be to provide church leaders in the CRC 
in Canada with principles to create environments in which their churches’ members grow 
in becoming active agents for Christ in their own communities of home, work, or 
recreation. This paper will identify several key theological principles for the purpose of 
creating environments for missional engagement. The paper will also propose future 
endeavours that will continue the trajectory of deepening the engagement practices within 
missional environments. 
The first section of this project will discern both the Canadian cultural and the 
CRC in Canada cultural values in order to illuminate the clash between the Church and 
society. The secular nature of Canada is the context in which the Church faces the 
challenge of adopting and acquiescing to the cultural norms, while attempting to maintain 
its theological impetus for interacting with the culture.  
 10 
The second section of this project will seek to uncover the theological aspects of 
both the Canadian and Christian Reformed cultures. The framing of the ministry context 
in missional theological understandings will guide the church in creating intentional 
missional environments. A theology of missional engagement will be developed, along 
with purporting the need for a strong discipleship stance to support missional endeavours. 
The integration of discipleship and missional activity will be argued as essential for the 
creation of environments where members interact within their communities. 
The third section of this project will demonstrate how the principles of missional 
engagement and discipleship formation can work together in creating missional 
environments. Several strategic principles will be presented as strategic foundations for 
moving the church to becoming externally focused. Specific outcomes of increasing 
member engagement in missional and discipleship activity will be identified. This section 
will conclude with a look at measurements of how well the principles were employed. 
The reinforcement of the principles and an analysis of the outcomes will be conducted in 
such a way that other missionally-minded churches can apply them into their own 
contexts. Lastly, projection of future steps to developing the people of God as missional 
people will be undertaken. 
Leonard Sweet says that “Outdated models of church that are attractional, 
propositional, and colonial are being replaced by models that are missional, relational, 
and incarnational.”17 The CRC in Canada while not necessarily having been attractional, 
                                                 
17 Leonard Sweet. As quoted in an Associated Baptist Press news release, by Hannah Elliott, 
February 6, 2007. Nelson, Borderland Churches, 37. 
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propositional, or colonial certainly is outdated in its posture, perspective, and people-
orientation. Or, as Nelson paints it, “the only foundational hope for purposeful 
engagement in [the missio Dei] is the appearance of a visible and faithfully engaged 
church in the life of its communities and neighborhoods.”18 This project intends to 
illuminate the principles needed to make that hope a reality, the life of the Church as it 
seeks to bring about God’s Kingdom here on earth, internally focused churches becoming 
externally focused, an inside-out church. 
  
                                                 
18 Nelson, Borderland Churches, 37. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
CULTURAL CONTEXT OF MARANATHA CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH 
 
 
The Canadian culture and context of the CRC in Canada is one of opposites; 
where Canada has proven to be integrated, vulnerable, genuine, and responsive to its 
surroundings, the CRC in Canada has proven to be isolated, insulated, inauthentic, and 
unwilling to adapt to its environment. Maranatha is nestled within the community of 
Montgomery, on the west end of Calgary, the largest city in the province of Alberta, 
Canada. Despite the contrasts of cultures, church versus societal, “nestled” is a good 
word to describe how well the church members are entrenched in their surrounding 
cultural environment, despite the Church’s aversion to societal culture. Maranatha church 
is a microcosm of the tension between the Canadian culture and the CRC in Canada. The 
cultural forces find their way into the church, but church influences are rarely found in 
the culture. 
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The Canadian, Albertan, and Calgarian Context 
 
The Canadian Context 
 
Hope and promise is how Charles Dickens described Canada, “Few Englishmen 
are prepared to find out what [Canada] is. Advancing quietly; old differences settling 
down, and being fast forgotten; public feeling and private enterprise alike in sound and 
wholesome state; nothing of flush or fever, but health and vigour in its steady pulse; it is 
full of hope and promise.”1 But one must live here to see the hope and promise, for “[the] 
national voice of Canada is muted. Canadians are among the last people to sing the praise 
of their exceptionally fine land, and proclaiming its attractions has usually been left to 
foreigners.”2 Canada assumes a humble position in the world, not bragging about its 
riches or resources. 
A national identity for Canada proves to be quite elusive, despite its peoples’ 
history spanning thousands of years and a multitude of cultures. Unlike the far more 
robust character of its neighboring nation to the south (the United States), Canada’s 
identity is more reclusive and subtle. Their search is a struggle to retain elements of 
ancient cultures, while incorporating new cultures through welcoming immigrants into 
their lands. The initial immigrants (French, Scottish, Irish) were abandoned by their 
homeland, these “refugees” clung to their culture and traditional customs. Today, 
immigrants come from all over the world to make Canada their home where they attempt 
to replicate in Canada what they possessed in their country of origin. Multiculturalism 
                                                 
1 Joanna Ebbutt and Gael Arthur, Insight Guides: Canada, 9th Edition (London: APA Publications, 
2013) 17. 
 
2 Ibid. 
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became an official policy in Canada in 1970. The policy was designed to reflect one of 
the original principles of Confederation, that Canada become a system of coordination 
among different but equal parts. As a result, there is a certain tolerance of ethnic and 
religious plurality. As a national ideology, the notion of a mosaic neatly fulfills Canada’s 
original wish to be founded on principles of “different but equal parts.” It is this mosaic 
ideology coupled with virtues of justice and compassion that continues to define 
Canada’s identity, exposing itself to nations all around the globe as an open testimony to 
diversity.3  
Canada’s rise in prosperity came through integrating its investment and trading 
systems into the North American grid. The federal government’s power rose as taxes 
were levied and spending powers were leveraged. All the while aspects of justice and 
compassion remained a thread that was always visible in the tapestry of Canadian 
society—old-age pensions increased, unemployment insurance was expanded, and 
federal-provincial welfare programs grew rapidly—all attesting to Canada’s wealth and 
prosperity guided by socialistic principles. Integration of wealth and social practices has 
greatly benefitted Canadian citizens. 
Other powerful forces were at work shaping the Canadian society. The diversity 
of the population as previously noted above also aided a population increase; Post-World 
War II emigration added two million people to Canada’s population. The population 
increased by 50 percent from 12 million to 18 million between 1946 and 1961, due to the 
“Baby Boom” and immigration influx. Immigrants from Mediterranean and Eastern 
                                                 
3 Ebbutt and Arthur, Insight Guides, 18. adapted from “Canada, Searching for an Identity.” 
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Europe began to change dull cities into vibrant cosmopolitans, resulting in Canada 
becoming one of the world’s most urbanized countries, with 77 percent of citizens living 
in urban settings. More change came to Canada through mass electronic communication 
systems, mass-merchandising, and sub-urbanization, which in turn accelerated social and 
cultural mobility. If there is a cause for optimism in assessing Canada’s political and 
economic prospects, it is probably due to the country’s ability to remain genuine and 
open to the forces around it. The forces that maintain Canada’s unity are after all, part of 
the nation’s heritage. Building a thriving humane society is a formidable achievement, 
and one that Canada does genuinely and authentically.4 
The theme of justice and compassion run deeply in the moral fibre of Canada. 
Amongst the tolerance of many and varied cultures and religions, Canada contends with 
moral changes with the same grace. The 1960s and 1970s ushered in the arrival of the 
birth-control pill, the relaxation of divorce law, and the movement of women into the 
labour force. Religious tolerance permitted more social change within the country: 
Sunday business openings, abortion clinics, educational secularism, and acceptance of 
same-sex marriages to name but a few. Personal morality, though, became issues of 
public opinion as opposed to privately held beliefs. Continuation along this vein is 
evident in the recent moves to decriminalize prostitution and the use of marijuana, as 
well, euthanasia is expected to be the next charter change in Canada. Canada remains and 
                                                 
4 Ebbutt and Arthur, Insight Guides., 63. adapted from “Canada, Growing Pains.” 
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continues to be on the forefront of social change due to its promotion of tolerance, 
justice, and compassion.5 
 
The Provincial Context 
 
The province of Alberta is the epitome of the hope and optimism that exists in 
Canada. If a province could walk, Alberta would swagger just a bit, chest out, chin up, 
eyes fixed firmly on the future. Alberta has no identity problem; it holds the best of the 
west: fertile farmland, oil, gas, and coal in abundance; it has modern cities, and the 
incomparable Canadian Rockies for a playground. A determined attitude essential to 
business, industry, and social change is very much evident in Alberta. The province of 
Alberta, more so than the nation, displays a fully developed sense of social integration, 
exposure to the world, and a genuine willingness to adapt to the global environment. 
Prosperity is what affords its flexibility and gregariousness.6 
Alberta is a model province for the many cultural shifts happening across Canada. 
It would be easy to identify its affluence as its ability to change and adapt to such a 
progressive, gregarious stance, but all communities across Canada are feeling the 
pressure to change and adapt likewise. The rest of the Canadian provinces are under the 
same cultural influence to adapt to diversity of race and gender. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
5 David K. Foot and Daniel Stoffman, Boom Bust & Echo: Profiting from the Demographic Shift 
in the 21st Century (Toronto: Stoddart Publishing, 2000) 247, 248. This paragraph is adapted. 
 
6 Ebbutt and Arthur, Insight Guides, 285, adapted from “Canada: Alberta.” 
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The Civic Context 
 
The British field marshal Lord Montgomery spoke about Canada’s promise and 
prosperity in 1946 saying, “I saw a great and wonderful country; a land containing in its 
soil everything a man desires; a proper land, fit for men to live in and prosper 
exceedingly.”7 Undoubtedly, Calgary is what the Lord Montgomery had in mind as the 
hamlet of Montgomery settled just outside of Calgary. Calgary, like its mother province, 
has its own bragging rights: culture, economy, and politics have played well and big for 
Calgary.  
The culture in Calgary is a mix of old and new. It draws heavily on its cowboy 
roots, being ranch country in the foothills of the Canadian Rockies, and from its oil patch 
identity, being the oil capital in Canada. Infused into that heritage is an influx of people 
from around the world. The 1986 official song of Calgary states that “We are neighbors 
of the world, a shining city we call Calgary, a place for you and me.”8 Roberta McDonald 
says Calgary “is giddy with promise and creative energy.”9 
Calgary is very much an oil and gas town, despite what it learned from previous 
recessions to diversify its base to include transportation, manufacturing, and research and 
development. When the price of oil rises and falls, so do Calgary’s fortunes. 
Nevertheless, the city of Calgary leads the way in a whole host of prosperity categories, 
including the most millionaires per capita, highest unemployment rate, most engineers 
                                                 
7 Ebbutt and Arthur, Insight Guides, 17. 
 
8 Roberta McDonald, Calgary Book of Everything (Lunenburg, NS: MacIntyre Purcell Publishing, 
2007) 7. 
 
9 Ibid., 93, adapted from “Calgary: Culture.” 
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per capita, and so on. The Huffington Post posted an article in 2014 making this claim on 
Calgary’s behalf, “High wages, low taxes, excellent quality of life, proximity to nature 
and cleanliness are all touted as reasons to leave life behind in other parts of Canada and 
call Calgary home, instead.”10 Calgary is a determined city in a determined province in a 
determined nation. And that attitude and optimism has attracted people from around the 
country and world.11 
The city of Calgary has been an important national player in the development of 
new and innovative policy. Calgary has demonstrated a willingness to embrace a 
practical approach to problem solving—embracing multiculturalism and working to 
eradicate homelessness as expressions of their identity. The city has taken on challenges 
posed by its population explosion with the same can-do attitude that defies political 
categorization.12 Calgarians, old and new, proclaim it is a great place to live, work, and 
play. Calgary is seen as a city of hope and opportunity; a city where one can imagine the 
possibilities, realize dreams, and build successful futures. Such is the landscape of 
Calgary, the city wherein the church of Maranatha calls home. Surrounded by affluence, 
yet socialistic by nature, Calgary leads the country in inclusiveness and adaptability. 
Once again, affluence affords ease of adaption to cultural influences, and 
Calgary’s capital, financial, as well as human resources, ease the transition of change. It 
is noted that not all of Canada enjoys the rich abundance as Calgary. Therefore, 
                                                 
10 The Huffington Post Alberta, “Is Calgary the Best City in Canada to Live?” 
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2014/04/01/calgary-best-city_n_5072106.html, (accessed June 21, 2015). 
 
11 McDonald, Calgary Book of Everything, 115, adapted from “Calgary: Economy.” 
 
12 Ibid., 141, adapted from “Calgary: Politics.” 
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implication and application of this paper may not be readily evident for all CRC in 
Canada churches. It is hoped that there will be some if not full applicability, as to be 
discovered in understanding the Church’s context in Canada. 
 
The Christian Reformed Church of North America and its Canadian Context. 
 
The CRCNA Denomination 
 
Four churches in 1857 decided to break away from the Reformed Church in 
America (RCA). Their decision to leave was a mixture of regret (perhaps we joined them 
too soon) and distrust (they do not live their faith as they should). This newly formed 
Christian Reformed Church in America had originally joined the RCA because they were 
of the same bloodline of faith; these great, great, grand-daughters of the Dutch Reformed 
Church of Holland13 professed the same creeds and confessions.14 Over the next 150 
years, it would be the adherence to these creeds and confessions that maintained the unity 
of the denomination that grew from four churches to over 1100, now known as the 
Christian Reformed Church in North America (CRCNA). 
The CRCNA held fast to their established practices of worship, preaching, 
teaching, and pastoral care. The phrase, “How are things between you and the Lord?” 
was the active agent in keeping the members of the churches focused on the main thing—
their relationship with God. And together, this church of humble beginnings would do 
                                                 
13 Nederlandse Hervormde Kerk. 
 
14 CRC Publications, Psalter Hymnal, “Ecumenical Creeds and Doctrinal Standards”, the 
collective creeds and confessions that the Reformed faith adheres to are: The Canons of Dort, The Belgic 
Confession, and the Heidelberg Catechism, alongside of three creedal statements, the Athanasian Creed, 
The Nicene Creed, and the Apostles’ Creed, (Grand Rapids, MI, CRC Publications, 1987) 812ff. 
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great things: from home missions to world missions, from locally broadcasted radio 
programs to internationally broadcasted radio and website programs, from founding 
primary schools to colleges and a seminary, from local deaconate assistance to 
international world relief programs. All these acts of ministry and mercy grew out of their 
steadfastness to worship, preaching, teaching, and pastoral care. “How are you living and 
working for Christ in your home and in your work.” was the extension question that the 
elders asked the members during family-visits.15 This question included the role of living 
and working for Christ in their work, which illustrates the church’s awareness of 
missions. Firmly fixed within the psyche of the CRCNA was “the proclamation in time of 
the redemptive purposes of God according to his eternal Counsel of Peace.”16 But how 
that mission was practiced in isolation would prove to be detrimental to the church 
body’s overall health.  
Indeed, a “vision of active involvement in public life” was well entrenched in the 
robust Calvinistic tradition in which the CRCNA was situated.17 Abraham Kuyper, a 
prominent theologian, pastor, professor, politician from the Netherlands, had greatly 
influenced many in the Reformed tradition with his views of Christian social thought and 
civil society. During his career “which lasted from his ordination in the 1860s until his 
death in 1920” he regularly influenced the Dutch Reformed churches, both those in his 
                                                 
15 Thea B. Van Halsema, I Will Build My Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Grand Rapids International 
Publications, 1956) 133. 
 
16 Kuiper, One Hundred Years in the New World, 93. 
 
17 Richard J. Mouw, Abraham Kuyper: A Short and Personal Introduction, (Grand Rapids, MI: 
William. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2011) ix. 
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homeland, and those in North America.18 None more so than the Dutch immigrants who 
came to Canada in the 1950s. They had engaged the teachings of Kuyper as it shaped 
daily life in the Netherlands. It would be these immigrants who founded and flourished 
the Canadian extension of the CRCNA. 
 
The Christian Reformed Church in Canada 
 
The growth of the CRCNA in Canada between 1945 and 1956 reveals the true 
numerical impact of the Dutch immigrants in the Canadian churches. In 1945 there were 
fourteen churches and no organized Classis, but by 1956 there were nine Classes 
consisting of 112 churches.19 Such ingrowth had a direct effect on the Evangelism 
outreach in Canada. In 1957, at the national gathering of Synod, Reverend Adam 
Persenaire gave his last home missionary report for Canada: the CRCNA subsequently 
lost its focus on “Church Evangelism in Canada” program assuming the church was now 
well founded and simply needed “Church Extension” program assistance.20 This change 
in focus moved the “vision of active participation in public life” away from evangelistic 
outreach to that of sphere sovereignty activity, which the Dutch immigrants carried over 
from the Netherlands. 
Sphere sovereignty is a term that Kuyper coined that attempted to capture the 
aspect of the “sphere of influence” one had in their life. Kuyper intended it to direct the 
Christians to become active in their cultural interactions—those of family life, business, 
                                                 
18 Mouw, Abraham Kuyper, x. 
 
19 Kuiper, One Hundred Years in the New World, 96. 
 
20 Ibid., 93,94. 
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art, the university, church, and state. Kuyper was promoting that as part of Christianity’s 
cultural obedience, Christians should engage and influence each of these “spheres” where 
God is “sovereign.” Kuyper postulated that “God ordained that these different spheres 
have their own place in the creation because they fulfill different creational purposes,” … 
for example, “The point of creating or performing art is to display aesthetic excellence, 
while the point of science . . . is to advance the cause of knowledge. Economic activity 
aims at stewardship. Politics aims at justice.”21 Sphere sovereignty activity and their 
purposes became the way in which the CRC in Canada expressed their faith to the outside 
world—those outside their church walls. Missions and evangelism were overtaken by the 
member’s involvement in the many institutions that sought to engage in these varied 
spheres.  
The CRC in Canada took Kuyper’s teachings to heart, and “formed collective 
entities to make our confession of God’s sovereignty concrete: art guilds, political parties, 
farmer’s federations, labour associations.”22 As a result of this focus, the believing 
community formed sub-committees that focused on obedience to the will of God for the 
various cultural spheres. The church, following Kuyper’s lead, became one of many 
Christian sub-committees. Kuyper defined the church’s role as that of filling the essential 
need of the members, 23 preaching the Gospel and teaching the basic patterns for living 
the Christian life. This division of work, compartmentalizing the sphere activity away 
                                                 
21 Mouw, Abraham Kuyper, 24. 
 
22 Ibid., 42. 
 
23 Ibid., 58, 59. 
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from the church, opened the door for the average church member to become isolated 
from the work of the church. Sphere activity was conducted by selected professionals for 
each sphere, and the uninitiated were left to tend to their personal faith lives. 
The negative impact of sphere sovereignty activity was not the only adverse effect 
the church absorbed. As the CRC in Canada members became more affluent, and as they 
poured more resources into the ministries of the church, they became further removed 
from the actual day-to-day rhythms of Christian and public life. Their monies could 
support the missionaries abroad without stepping out themselves. Their funds could aid 
the starving and thirsty in Ethiopia without lifting a single cup of water. Their giving 
could raise up facilities and programs to help the unfortunate. With every dollar they 
gave they distanced themselves from the daily impact of worship, preaching, teaching, 
and pastoral care. The “professionals” did the work, the members remained in their pews. 
The members became insulated from the public life of the world. So much so was their 
removal from public life that “they have been given to a rather consistent pattern of over-
against-ness.”24 This over-against-ness led to an inauthenticity of the layperson’s 
response to public life; a better than thou attitude arose within the rank and file of the 
church.  
One last aspect of Kuyper’s influence was his push for Christian education to be 
founded by the churches, but funded from public funds. While not always successful in 
the funding side of things, the CRC in Canada was able to found Christian Schools 
wherever several churches shared geography. These schools, exclusive for the children of 
                                                 
24 Mouw, Abraham Kuyper, 71. 
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the CRC in Canada, insulated its population from the rest of society. Many graduates 
from these schools found themselves “sheltered” and “protected” and not prepared for 
engagement in society. 
 
Maranatha Church 
 
The progression (or regression) of distance from cultural engagement was very 
much evident in Maranatha Christian Reformed Church in Calgary. The influx of Dutch 
immigrants into Calgary in the 1950s was eight thousand, of which two hundred settled 
in Montgomery and started the Maranatha Church. Maranatha’s heritage of Kuyperian 
thought kept them isolated from the city around them, leaving missions and evangelism 
to the professionals. Their numbers grew as more and more immigrants came to Calgary. 
Church growth was not an issue; immigration and the absence of birth control swelled the 
belly of the church. Outward focus was not on the radar for Maranatha. The members of 
Maranatha remained isolated and insulated from the world around them, and their 
inauthenticity of response to local needs coupled with unwillingness to reach out insured 
their isolation. 
Despite being poor immigrants, Maranatha was wealthy in terms of faith and 
heritage. Their communal sufferings forced them to lean on each other, tightening the 
bonds of faith with bonds of generosity towards each other. At the same time that Calgary 
began to prosper, post-World War II, so did the members of Maranatha. The charter 
members of the church moved out of their humble dwellings in Montgomery into larger 
more luxurious homes in the suburbs. Their children followed suit—today only two of 
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sixty-five families live in Montgomery. Maranatha remained their home church, and 
Montgomery became simply the location of the church, but not their neighbors anymore. 
The role of church continued in the lives of Maranatha members. Worship, 
preaching, teaching, and pastoral care continued, but the isolation and insulation from 
public life had done its work. The church became more and more inward focused. People 
in the pews, money in the bank, and children in Sunday School and Catechism classes 
became the measurements of success.25 Maranatha’s population of mainly blue-collar 
people meant that very few of them engaged in sphere sovereignty activity—they did not 
hold certificates or degrees which gained them entrance into such esteemed public life 
ventures. Maranatha’s purview of evangelism and outreach remained un-nurtured through 
its first fifty years. Maranatha became a self-absorbed church, serving its members only, 
with no windows looking out toward the world.26 
Maranatha recognized that their numbers were dwindling: new immigrants were 
few and far between, old immigrants were reaching their last stance, family sizes reduced 
from an average of eight to two, and new converts were not filling the empty pews. After 
the church split in 1992, and with less than half the members remaining, Maranatha saw 
the writing in the roll call. Maranatha did not know how to respond. They did not know 
how to retain their youth, and they did not know how to reach their neighbors. “Can you 
                                                 
25 It is noted that these measurements are commonly held by the broader modern Church. 
 
26 Anecdotally, when Maranatha added a “fellowship hall” onto the rear of its church building in 
1972 they finished construction only to discover that they had not planned any windows that would 
overlook the beautiful Bow River and beyond that to the majestic Rocky Mountains. 
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help us reach the community?” “Can you help us keep our youth?” The two cries 
becoming one, concern for the future of their church. 
Maranatha was at a disadvantage from the start, whether they knew it or not. They 
had not been discipled in the ways of making disciples. Their stance on discipleship was 
confined to catechetical instruction to keep the faith; literally, keep the faith in a 
traditional sense. Their non-involvement in sphere sovereignty activity reduced their 
exposure on how to talk about faith in public spheres. Their diminished perspective led to 
their becoming irrelevant to both their children and to their neighbors.  As much as they 
wanted to grow strong and outward they did not know how—theirs was the disadvantage. 
 
The Cultural Clash 
 
The culture around Maranatha did not help either. Calgary had grown up in its 
affluence, as did the members of Maranatha with it. Affluence led to acquiescence of 
secular influence. The individualistic and moralistic ways of thinking influenced the 
members so much so that there was no telling the church member from the non-church 
member—there was no apparent difference in their values. Church members went to 
church, but that is where it stayed compartmentalized. Mimicking the patterns 
surrounding them in the Canadian culture, personal faith became private faith, just as 
morality opinions become private opinions. Acquiescence to cultural norms of secular 
thought and practices became the norm of church goers. As Maranatha members adopted 
cultural norms they began to lose their point of distinction to being Christian. Herein lie 
the crux of the witness hurdle: “How can one share the good news of the Gospel when 
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one does not know how the good news impacts their own lives?” Maranatha had blended 
in so well with the world around it that it had lost its light. 
Maranatha Church has to regain its understanding of and acceptance of their role 
in God’s Kingdom as the light that shines before humanity so much so that the world 
would see their good deeds and praise the Father in heaven (Mt 5:16 adaptation). The 
church needs to understand the mission of God to the world and accept their role in that 
mission. Maranatha will need to embrace its distinctiveness of being Christian in a 
secular world and how to engage in that world. Sphere sovereignty or not, Maranatha 
would need to learn to become both disciple and missionary, and in doing so to become 
actively involved in public life, to proclaim the redemptive purposes of God.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW: CULTURAL AND ECCLESSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
 
 
The challenge facing the CRC in Canada comes from both within and without. 
The shifting culture in Canada, North America, nay . . . the world, continually presents 
the Church with pressures to adapt, adopt, or resist. The Church must decide. The 
Western culture of the world is fast moving from values well established in modernity to 
embracing new values prompted by postmodernity, effectively watering down 
Christianity. The CRC in Canada, with its ethos steeped in Reformed history, where 
theology, doctrines, and liturgies are held in high regard, are facing challenges to regain 
relevance within the current culture, with even its own members. The CRC in Canada has 
become isolated, insulated, inauthentic, and unwilling to change, but change it must. The 
CRC in Canada needs to examine its roots and determine if the challenge arises from 
within or without, or both. The following theological reflections on culture and church 
will illustrate the context in which the church seeks to thrive. 
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Cultural Forces that Conflict with Faith 
 
Metavista: Modernity and Postmodernity 
 
Colin Greene and Martin Robinson boldly proclaim that “Christendom is dead – 
we have only yet to arrange the funeral. To a progressively non-churchgoing population 
in [Canada], Christendom has ceased to exist. The challenge for the Christian church in 
the Twenty-First Century is how to completely re-imagine itself.”1 Greene and Robinson 
make this statement in response to the state of the culture in the Westernized nations of 
the world. The Church, formed through the past four hundred years of modernity now 
faces a culture shifting into a postmodern world. Cultures are changing and adapting to 
the postmodern influences, as perhaps they should; the definition of culture by Paul 
Ricoeur states: “Cultures are already preconfigured, configured, and reconfigured in the 
narratives and stories that express their corporate intentionality.”2 It is in this shifting and 
adapting milieu that the Church finds themselves. Greene and Robinson, however, 
promote a “radical and subversive cultural engagement” for the church, an engagement 
that confronts the culture.3 The flow of narratives and stories that have configured 
modernity and postmodernity are reviewed in the hopes of discovering a means for the 
Church to engage, and perhaps, revive Christendom. 
Modernity, the age of Western civilization from the 1700s to the 1900s, could be 
described as the age of economics, politics, and science. Indeed, this age brought 
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2 Ibid., xxvii. 
 
3 Ibid., xxi. 
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finances, information, and technology on a grand global scale. The benefits to the 
Western citizen were the ability to create wealth on an individual basis, democratic 
freedoms, and innovation and interconnectivity. Nietzsche observed that “the will to 
power still resides at the heart of the modernity story and it still remains wedded to an 
erroneous philosophy of individualistic, [and] aggressive subjectivity.”4 Western 
civilization had become an imperialistic society that matched the Roman Empire 
aspirations of power and wealth. 
All was not well within Western Civilization though, for with wealth, power, and 
reason comes new narratives and stories. Hierarchies, abuse, and domination began to be 
the themes of the Western world. Capitalistic modernity, as quoted by Greene and 
Robinson, is a “self-reproducing and stabilizing system of commodity production and 
exploitation under the domination of capital.”5 Despite the separation of church and state, 
both entities relied on each other to gain the power and wealth they both wanted. 
Christendom maintained its hold on all things religious, and the state held all things 
economic and political, but the two had used each other for their own self-serving benefit. 
Meanwhile the individual was left to create and amass wealth and to decide for 
themselves what they deemed proper, or for that matter, improper. Individualism was on 
the rise. Modernity’s aggressive philosophy of subjectivity wedded to political and 
economic opportunism is what post moderns have tried most systematically to eradicate. 
Ray Anderson says that “Postmodernity may well be – at the very least – a healthy 
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correction to the excessively abstract and universalizing tendency of the post-
Enlightenment period in Europe.”6 Western society and its influence grew, globalization 
was fast becoming a reality in the twenty-first century, and with it, the transition to 
postmodernity.  
Postmodernity is the catch phrase describing contemporary twenty-first century 
Western culture, postmodernity as in occurring after modernity. “Postmodernism is a 
complicated term, hard to define, because it is a concept that appears in a wide variety of 
disciplines or areas of study, including art, architecture, music, film, literature, sociology, 
communications, fashion, and technology. It is hard to locate it temporally or historically, 
because it is not clear exactly when postmodernism begins.” However, Mary Klages finds 
it helpful to note the basis for modernity before attempting to describe postmodernity.7 
Modernity is fundamentally about order: about rationality and rationalization, 
creating order out of chaos. The assumption is that creating more rationality is 
conducive to creating more order, and the more ordered a society is, the better it 
will function (the more rationally it will function). Because modernity is about the 
pursuit of ever-increasing levels of order, modern societies constantly are on 
guard against anything and everything labeled as “disorder,” which would disrupt 
order. Thus modern societies rely on continually establishing a binary opposition 
between “order” and “disorder,” so that they can assert the superiority of “order.” 
But to do this, they have to have things that represent “disorder” – modern 
societies thus continually have to create/construct “disorder.” In western culture, 
this disorder becomes “the other” – defined in relationship to other binary 
oppositions. Thus anything non-white, non-male, non-heterosexual, non-hygienic, 
non-rational, (etc.) becomes part of the “disorder,” and has to be eliminated from 
the ordered, rational modern society. 
 
                                                 
6 Ray S. Anderson, An Emergent Theology for Emerging Churches (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 2006) 9. 
 
7 Mary Klages, Postmodernism, www.colorado.edu/English2012Klagedpomo.html, 
(www.bdavetian.com/Postmodernism.html) accessed March 9, 2106.  
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Louis Hoffman agrees, he says, that modernity is based upon the principles of Newtonian 
physics and a belief in an objective, knowable truth. Postmodernism is built off the 
principles of the new sciences including quantum physics and chaos theory which 
maintain a skepticism about objective truth and our ability to know it.”8 Modernity is 
therefore reliant upon a grand narrative that tells the story of superiority of order over 
disorder. 
Postmodernity, on the other hand, is a critique of grand narratives. Postmodernity, 
in rejecting grand narratives, favors “mini-narratives,” stories that explain small 
practices, local events, rather than large-scale universal or global concepts. Postmodern 
“mini-narratives” are always situational, provisional, contingent, and temporary, making 
no claim to universality, truth, reason, or stability. This postmodern perspective 
influences how one looks at knowledge and the acquisition thereof. Klages, again … 
In modern societies, knowledge was equated with science, and was contrasted to 
narrative; science was good knowledge, and narrative was bad, primitive, 
irrational (and thus associated with women, children, primitives, and insane 
peoples). Knowledge, however, was good for its own sake; one gained 
knowledge, via education, in order to be knowledgeable in general, to become an 
educated person. In a postmodern society, however, knowledge becomes 
functional – you learn things, not to know them, but to use that knowledge. … 
educational policy today puts an emphasis on skills and training, rather than on a 
vague humanist ideal of education in general.9 
 
Not only is knowledge in postmodern societies characterized by its utility, but knowledge 
is also distributed, stored, and arranged differently in postmodern societies than in 
modern ones. The advent of electronic computer technologies has revolutionized the 
                                                 
8 Louis Hoffman, Differentiations Between Postmodern Culture and Postmodern Theory 
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9 Klages, Postmodernity. 
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modes of knowledge production, distribution, and consumption in our society. In 
postmodern societies, anything which is not able to be translated into a form recognizable 
and storable by a computer will cease to be knowledge. In this paradigm, the opposite of 
knowledge is not ignorance (as in modern paradigms), but it becomes considered “noise.” 
Any thing that doesn’t qualify as a kind of knowledge is “noise.” The ongoing debate 
among postmodernity is the question of who decides what knowledge is (and what 
“noise” is), and who knows what needs to be decided.10  
Perhaps postmodernity is a complicated term, hard to define, because within itself 
it is still questioning its own grand narrative without naming it as a grand narrative. These 
aspects of postmodernity, its critique of grand narratives, its preference for fragmentation, 
and yet its profound desire to put knowledge to use, is a cultural force that threatens the 
Church with her grand narrative, her desire for unification, and her antiquated methods of 
knowledge. The tension felt here provides the basis which illuminates the way forward 
for the Church.11 
Narrowing the focus from the larger scale, and attempting to highlight 
postmodernity’s impact on the Church, Greene and Robinson provide their own critique. 
Where Modernity could be described as containing Christendom and colonial traits as 
well as secular and individualistic traits, postmodernity does not. If anything, 
postmodernity seeks to remove those labels from society all together. Postmodernity is 
described through various lenses by Greene and Robinson. The four lenses they name are 
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naming the contrasting tendencies each movement displays. 
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post-Christendom, post-Secular, post-Colonial, and post-Individual, elaborated on as 
follows: 
Post-Christendom 
 
The separation of church and state created fertile ground on which to let 
Christendom decay. The problem occurred by the end of the nineteenth century when 
modernity no longer required its religious legitimation. The Church holding on to its last 
vestiges of influence was relegated to a corner of society. Its power and influence finally 
eroded by scandal and distrust, the population looked elsewhere for moral guidance. 
Greene and Robinson write, “In the twentieth century, after two world wars and the 
horrors of the holocaust, Christendom ran out of steam.”12  
Post-Secular 
 
Globalization has propagated worldviews so much so that a diversity of opinion 
on matters of faith now abound, all influencing the Western mind. Greene and Robinson 
quip, “There are no isolated worldviews in the twenty-first century, only ways of being 
and living in an increasingly global urban village that just happens to be the way we do 
things around here and we are glad you do it differently!”13 The acceptance and 
proliferation of worldviews in opposition to Christendom nicely allies itself with the 
secular mindset. However, Greene and Robinson point out, “The collapse of Christendom 
was supposed to announce the victory of something called secularization … but 
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secularization is showing some considerable signs of ill health.” 14 This reality suggests 
that religion might be more resilient and adaptable to cultural trends than first thought. 
Post-Colonial 
 
The sixteenth century introduced colonialism into the Western mind-set when 
European nations began their great conquests. Post-colonialism, however, is a relatively 
new phenomenon and a working definition could be simply that it is characterized by 
substantial economic, political, social, religious, and humanitarian challenges and 
changes following the end of the colonial era. The legacy of colonialism is often seen as 
the direct consequence of the inequalities engendered by modernity . . . hence, 
postmodernity seeks to right the wrongs. The global reality is now a more startlingly 
pluralist smorgasbord of cultural possibilities than we could ever previously imagined.15 
The move from colonialization to globalization brings with it new stories and voices, and 
new cultural horizons are coming into view. 
Post-Individualism 
 
The individual ego or subject has stood at the centre of philosophical debate 
concerning human identity ever since the Enlightenment. However, it is collapsing under 
the burden of far too much philosophical freight, according to Greene and Robinson. 
With the advent of postmodernity this philosophy of subjectivity and the valorization of 
the individual human ego or subject has died the death of a thousand qualifications. The 
ideality of the self-conscious “I am” is already deconstructed by the fact that the “I am” 
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has been named and therefore superseded by what Wittgenstein referred to as the 
linguistic limits of our world. The result of all this post-individualism is that there is a 
desperate need to locate theology and philosophy of human subjectivity that will help us 
rediscover ourselves as another, rather than competitive, isolated, alienated, individual 
subjects.16 
These four lenses are helpful in identifying the current cultural milieu that Greene 
and Robinson call the metavista. Although Phyllis Tickle in her book, Emergence 
Christianity, states that “all these ‘posts’ and another half-dozen like them are 
descriptions by subtraction rather than by addition.”17 Yet, both modernity and 
postmodernity are still alive and well. Hoffman states it this way, “There is something 
about postmodernism that people are resonating with, even if only at an unconscious 
level. However, we can still see modernism abounding in large scale dominance in much 
of culture, too.”18 The vestiges of modernity are not gone or relinquished by all, and 
neither is postmodernity embraced by all, and yet the church must seek to radically 
engage in this cultural milieu. Or in the words of Greene and Robinson, “This metavista 
world awaits the invention of a new mission-ecclesiological narrative of faith, hope, and 
love that will provide the church with some genuinely new socio-political capital.”19  
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Almost Christian and the Moralistic Therapeutic Deism 
 
While Metavista points out the major cultural movements in North American 
society, Kenda Creasy Dean narrows the focus onto what the spiritual/religious 
implications are because of the effects of postmodernity. In her book, Almost Christian, 
Dean describes the current condition of society in order to postulate her supposition that a 
Christian education is needed that is deeply rooted in missional activity in order to 
reverse the trend of North American teenagers leaving the church.20 She picks up on the 
seminal work of Smith and Denton in their published research entitled, Soul Searching, 
which describes the contemporary spiritual/religious outlook of North American life. 
Smith and Denton refer to a pervasive erosion of Christian values by what they term, 
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism. It is through this “movement” in society that Dean 
describes how the current cultural values and thought have pervaded churches, their 
teachings, and their members. This MTD pervasion is what is felt within Canadian 
culture, more than what seems possible to contend with.21 An in-depth look at the 
narrative that Dean describes as MTD follows. 
Dean’s question is “How can the twenty-first century church better prepare young 
people steeped in Moralistic Therapeutic Deism for the trust-walk of Christian faith?”22 
MTD is “a hodgepodge of banal, self-serving, feel-good beliefs [that] yields a default 
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spirituality that bears little resemblance to the historic teachings of Christianity.”23 How 
did the teenagers in fact learn this belief structure: both Dean, and Smith and Denton, 
place the responsibility squarely on the parents. “Teenagers are a reflection of their 
parents’ religious devotion.” says Dean.24 It “is the routine failure of adults to recognize 
the responsibility of their own adult world,” says Smith and Denton.25 Therefore, what is 
seen in the teenagers is nothing but a reflection of their parents, and with that the society 
as a whole. 
So what exactly MTD is and how it plays out in the lives of North Americans is 
important to understand. Dean, quoting Smith and Denton directly, lists the guiding 
beliefs of MTD in five points, as noted in their list, Figure One.26 
1. A god exists who created and orders the world and watches over life on earth. 
2. God wants people to be good, nice, and fair to each other, as taught in the Bible 
and by most world religions. 
3. The central goal of life is to be happy and to feel good about oneself. 
4. God is not involved in my life except when I need God to resolve a problem. 
5. Good people go to heaven when they die. 
[Figure One: Moralistic Therapeutic Deism Guiding Beliefs] 
 
Quoting Smith and Denton further, Dean says that MTD seems to be “colonizing many 
historical religious traditions and, almost without anyone noticing, converting believers in 
the old faiths to its alternative religious vision of divinely underwritten personal 
happiness and inter-personal niceness. . . . Moralistic Therapeutic Deism is supplanting 
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Christianity as the dominant religion in the United States.”27 And it could be said that 
with the more secular nature of Canada that this aptly describes the religious/spiritual 
outlook and values of Canadian society.28 
MTD devotees espouse non-judgmental openness, self-determination, and the 
authority of personal experience. And sadly enough, they profess this and practice this 
because this is what the Church has taught them.29 It is a low commitment religion, and 
they wonder out loud, “Isn’t being good enough, good enough?”30 MTD may well be, 
according to Smith and Denton, “the new mainstream American religious faith for our 
culturally post-Christian, individualistic, mass-consumer capitalistic society.31  
Everything that Klages, Hoffman, Tickle, and Greene and Robinson have 
portrayed about current contemporary outlooks, and all that Dean, supported by Smith 
and Denton, have postulated about the current cultural situation has illustrated a society 
that has thoroughly watered down Christianity, and is still in need of a direction. Smith 
and Denton identify that individual psychological issues, moral character, smart or poor 
choices, and behaviors are often powerfully shaped by the social and cultural forces of 
therapeutic individualism, mass consumer capitalism, the digital communication 
revolution, residual positivism and empiricism, the structural disconnect, and other 
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relevant cultural and social contradictions and tensions. They go on to say that these big 
picture social influences and organizing structures are objectively, structurally, 
institutionally, and culturally forming contemporary lives.32 And so they conclude that it 
will require intentionality and investment in order to counter the effects of MTD on our 
society, our culture, and its peoples. The Church must look upon itself to see how it has 
sought to respond to culture, and how it seeks to maintain its faith and its practices. 
 
Christian Reformed Church Denominational Forces that Shape Faith Practices. 
 
Distinctive Reformed Characteristics 
 
The Christian Reformed Church in Canada belongs to a bi-national denomination 
in North America, hence the name, Christian Reformed Church in North America. 
Despite its allegiance to this larger body, it must be said that the CRC in Canada was 
more influenced by its Dutch roots than by its American neighbor. Before looking at that 
influence directly, it is best to describe the Christian Reformed overarching heritage and 
distinctive. The book, On Being Reformed, written by I. John Hesselink sets out to do just 
that, as well as correct some common misunderstandings. Hesselink seeks to explain 
“what the word Reformed really stands for,” . . .  as it is “urgent that those of us within 
the Reformed tradition to re-examine our theological roots and review honestly our 
present state and future prospects.”33 Hesselink first corrects twelve common 
misunderstandings about the Reformed faith tradition, and then ends the book by spelling 
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out five distinctive characteristics. Several of Hesselink’s descriptions about the 
Reformed faith and his five distinctives are helpful illustrations of the CRCNA. 
The CRCNA which began in 1857 in the USA, finds its roots in its homeland 
church, which split from the Nederlandse Hervormde Kerk (Dutch Reformed Church of 
Holland – the state church) in 1834. Yet it is not so much the secession that marks the 
church as much as it is its ability to always be reforming. “Ecclessia reformate semper 
reformanda est! was the Reformation cry—A Reformed church must ever be reforming 
itself—in accordance with the Word of God.”34 The Word of God is what lies at the heart 
of the Reformed tradition, Sola Scriptura, as the great Reformation motto states.35 
Biblical preaching [of the word of God] is one of the strengths of Reformed worship, 
where solid expository preaching is heard,36 and for the Reformed Christian it is the 
worship service and liturgy containing that Word of God that determines their faith and 
piety.37 Reforming then, for the Reformed member, is to be in constant vigilance of 
adhering to the Word of God—it is that Word of God which informs and shapes CRCNA 
life and faith. 
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The way one thinks about God, the way one does theology, affects not only the 
way they think about Christ and salvation, but also, if not more so, shapes one’s attitudes, 
piety, and life-style. There is, Hesselink says, a direct relation between arid, abstract, and 
doctrinaire theology and cold, lifeless, and negative Christianity. And admittedly so, ours 
has been a head, not a heart, religion, confesses Hesselink. The way theology is done has 
serious implication for personal faith and congregational life, yet deep within the heart of 
the [Reformed faith] is a profound piety, that is, a personal experience of God linked to a 
passionate devotion to God.38 The experience of God within the Reformed tradition has 
been one of personal experience, personal as in private—between me and God. While a 
Reformed member could express their understanding and logic of God, they refrained 
from expressing love and devotion (emotion). And so it is that the Reformed faith finds 
itself fraught with the tension between being head and heart orientated. The Reformed 
heritage is one of lofty theology and experiential piety. 
The CRCNA itself identifies these two traits of theology and piety, and adds a 
third, when it comes to describing themselves. The document/brochure, What it Means 
To Be Reformed: An Identity Statement, describes three emphases to being Reformed. 
The first emphasis is that of the doctrinalist, a strong adherence to certain Christian 
doctrines as taught in Scriptures and reflected in the confessions of the church. The 
second emphasis is that of the pietist, which refers to the Christian life and to one’s 
relationship with God. The third emphasis is that of the transformationalist, which refers 
to the relationship of the Christian to culture, to a world-and-life view, and to Christ as 
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transforming culture. “Obviously these three emphases are overlapping [but] they 
represent three distinct approaches, both historically and conceptually, and provide the 
framework for presenting the [Reformed faith].”39 
The sovereignty of God is often the go-to answer when asked what it means to be 
Reformed, and this spoken in opposition to the free will decision of mankind.40 However, 
as Paul Jacobs states, “there is no contradiction between affirming that God is sovereign 
and that man is still responsible.”41 This responsibility of man under the sovereignty of 
God is what provides the Reformed tradition its resilience to evangelize boldly and 
persistently.42 The CRCNA people have taken this responsibility to task, creating both 
home and foreign missions through a multitude of venues from on-the-ground 
missionaries to on-the-air radio and television broadcasts. The real purpose of Reformed 
missions was always to “magnify the sovereign, free grace of God,” hence, the 
sovereignty of God leads to missions and evangelism leads to magnifying the sovereignty 
of God. 43 
Despite the freedom of living responsibly under the sovereignty of God, there has 
also been a note of legalism that runs through the Reformed faith. Perhaps stemming 
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from “the strict disciplinary measures which were enforced in Geneva, it is frequently 
assumed that Calvin’s theology must be legalistic and lacking in any appreciation of 
Christian freedom and the joy of the gospel.”44 That note of legalism shows itself in 
liturgies, prescribed formularies by the denomination for conducting all aspects of 
worship and sacraments. The “air” or “feel” of these liturgies often portrayed a sense of 
constrictive and limited means of interaction between God and his people. The “every 
Sunday” reading of the Ten Commandments and the recitation of the Apostles Creed also 
added to the oppressive feel of legalism. Over time, this legalistic “feel” spoke louder 
than words and the people forgot that they were free from the curse of the law and are 
now free to love and serve without fear and without compulsion.45 The purpose of 
freedom to live responsibly under God’s sovereignty should ultimately be positive. 
Covenant theology, strong within the CRCNA, is often blamed for the CRCNA’s 
sense of pride and exclusiveness. The Covenant concept, resting on God’s election, has 
promoted an air of arrogance—that they are the chosen ones, and with that an air of 
exclusiveness—that they are removed from the world. This pride and exclusion then 
leads to the perception that they are indifferent and/or opposed to so-called “worldly” 
realms of culture, economics and politics, and thus only concerned with the salvation of 
souls. To be Reformed though is to seek to bring the whole gospel to the whole world, it 
is not just a truncated version which applies only to the individual’s spiritual welfare. 
However, when Reformed Christians espouse such narrow and negative views about the 
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church’s mission and relationship to the world they are betraying the best of their 
heritage. At its best, the Reformed tradition has promoted and held together a warm 
personal piety and high churchmanship with a fully-orbed concern for the world in its 
social and cultural as well as its economic and political dimensions.46 In this light, 
covenant theology is to be viewed as being in the world as a sign of the kingdom to the 
world, thereby assuming a much humbler status. 
The Reformed faith is certainly shaped by its adherence to three mottos coming 
from the Reformation, namely, sola scriptura, sola fides, sola gratia. These three solas 
were intended to represent an important distinction compared with Catholic doctrine.47 
However, Hesselink wishes to further distinguish that the Reformed piety, ethos, and 
approach to the world is distinctive from that of even other evangelical traditions. Five 
characteristics that Hesselink identifies are these: the Reformed faith is God-centered; 
they are People of the Word; their churches follow a Church Order; that their Doctrines 
are for a purpose; and that they hold a Life and Worldview; all five characteristics 
distinctive from other traditions. Briefly, these characteristics can be summed up in the 
five points. One, the doctrine of God is the doctrine of doctrines, in a sense the only 
doctrine. Two, although sola scriptura was a strong theme in the whole Reformation, it is 
in the Reformed tradition that scripture receives special prominence. Three, ecclesiology 
plays a prominent role in Reformed confessions, consisting in the fact that church order, 
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church discipline, and the oversight of word and sacrament are all spelled out in 
Reformed ecclesiology. Four, there is a Reformed fascination with theology, an active, 
ethical thrust of Reformed thought that makes it practical and utilitarian. And five, the 
Reformed tradition transcends the individual and his salvation, it goes beyond the church 
and its body of Christ, it is concerned more so for the realization of God’s will in the 
wider realms of the state and culture, in nature and in the cosmos, in short, Reformed 
theology is kingdom theology.48  
Hesselink summarizes his thoughts on the Reformed tradition saying, “a vision of 
the sovereignty of God and the lordship of Jesus Christ manifest in every sphere of life, 
[is] a theology of the kingdom of God which transcends time and space—this is the grand 
design of Reformed theology at its best.”49 Certainly the CRCNA has benefitted from this 
Reformed theology and incorporated it into its traditions, which is why, as Hesselink 
points out, “it is important for members of any tradition to know their roots, [but] there is 
always the danger that the tradition, not the living God, will be glorified.”50 The 
Canadian arm of the CRCNA is in danger of having made such an idolatrous choice, 
despite how a key theologian’s influence in the Reformed tradition sought to influence 
their traditions. 
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Kuyperian Influences 
 
The Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerk in Nederland (CGKN: Christian Reformed 
Church in Holland) broke away from the state church, the Dutch Reformed Church of 
Holland, in 1834 about the same time that Abraham Kuyper was born. The son of a rural 
minister of the state-run church, Kuyper grew up under the influence of both his father 
and the state church. But Kuyper would come to be a larger influence on the state and the 
church. Mark A. Noll provides a brief overview of Kuyper’s theology and influence in 
his Foreword to James D. Bratt’s biography of the life of Kuyper.  
He [Kuyper] inherited the instincts of European Christendom, but was 
also committed to a heartfelt personal piety. He believed that the creation 
in its fullest extent was a gift of God beyond imagining and that Christ’s 
redemption extended to the uttermost reaches of that creation. He 
matched his confidence in the New Testament’s message of redemption 
in Christ with an equally firm belief that the Old Testament showed 
God’s intimate concern for family life, agriculture, politics, economic 
structure, warfare, international relations, and more. He was deeply 
committed to Sphere sovereignty, the belief that God had organized 
creation into discrete theatres of activity (family, business, art, education, 
church, state) with each one given specific purposes by the Creator and 
each possessing its own integrity. He held a positive conception of 
government, not as an all-purpose solution to every problem, but as the 
God-given “sphere” ordained to adjudicate disputes among other 
spheres, to defend the weak against the strong, and to maintain the state’s 
natural duties for developing infrastructure and promoting the general 
welfare. At the highest level, he held both that God had gifted all 
humanity with the ability to contribute meaningfully to the common 
good (“common grace”) and that regeneration in Christ created a 
community, a mind, a predisposition, and a sensitivity utterly opposed to 
everything of the world (“antithesis”).51 
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It was this Kuyper, who held many offices throughout his life, and several at the 
same time, including (but not exhaustively): minister, schism initiator, editor of a daily 
newspaper, founder of a national political party, advocate for the funding of religious 
schools, founder of a university, a member of the Dutch parliament, and for a time the 
Prime Minister of the Netherlands. It was this Kuyper whose range of influence is 
noteworthy, who impacted the faith and life practices of the churches he founded, not to 
mention the whole state of the Netherlands. It was Kuyper, more than any other 
Protestant of the modern era, who succeeded at bringing together theology (especially 
creation and redemption) and life in the world (especially through the practice of sphere 
sovereignty).52 It was Kuyper who influenced the members of the CGKN and the 
subsequent families that immigrated to Canada in the 1950s, families that would join 
together to grow the Christian Reformed Church in Canada. 
James D. Bratt’s biography does not aim to systematically treat any one piece of 
Kuyper’s thought or action, but rather to watch the various pieces of the whole emerge.53 
Indeed, there are several pieces of Kuyper’s theology that have been influential in the 
shaping of the CRC in Canada, as well as some influence into the greater denomination, 
the CRCNA. Three theological aspects are noted here as having import to the life and 
practice of the CRC in Canada, namely Kuyper’s theology of Common Grace, 
Worldview, and Sphere Sovereignty.  
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Common Grace 
 
John Calvin in his “virtue of the heathen” portion of the Institutes (II/3/3) posed 
the question, “How is it that the unbelievers in our midst often outdo many a child of 
Christ in their quiet, serious devotion to duty?” The answer to this question is posited by 
Kuyper. The doctrine of common grace sees the virtues of the unregenerate as fruits of 
the sovereign grace of God. This is not saving grace, Kuyper emphasizes, that went only 
to the elect by the operation of particular grace. Yet it was grace nonetheless, the 
unmerited favor of God, shed upon all people regardless of their spiritual destiny. 
Richard Mouw writes, “what Kuyper meant by common grace has to do with the kind of 
natural blessings that visit the redeemed and the unredeemed alike – the ‘common’ gifts 
that comes when the Lord ‘makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain 
on the righteous and on the unrighteous.’ (Mt 5:45).”54 
On one hand, common grace exercised a bridling effect that restrained the natural 
outworking of sin. On the other hand, common grace portrays God as endowing the 
human race with abilities on purpose, and common grace was the means by which God’s 
intentions for the world was not thwarted by the fall.55 Thus common grace was both a 
restraining and an empowering device that God deployed upon humanity that it might 
still flourish and live up to its original mandate, to “be fruitful and increase in number, fill 
the earth and subdue it.” (Gn 1:28) Common grace, as it evolved throughout the CRC in 
Canada lowered the barriers between the sacred and the secular, thereby blurring the 
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distinctions of us and them, between sacred and secular. It is questionable though, 
whether the church had an effect on the world where the members engaged, or did the 
secular effect the sacred. Common grace, by default leads to a lowered standard as it 
discovers its lowest common denominator. 
Worldview 
 
Where common grace gave Christians the opportunity to interface with people of 
other convictions, Kuyper’s Life and Worldview epistemology (worldview) provided the 
understanding of a collective consciousness, a solution to the dual questions of cultural 
authority and cultural coherence. “When our lives have been transformed by God’s grace, 
we see many things in new ways. And this seeing, guided by love, has profound 
implications [on our worldview]; how we view people and ideas and the products and 
processes of culture.”56 Given the sense of crisis that culture had with the tension of 
authority coming from the battle between science and religion, Kuyper proposed 
Calvinism as the unifying worldview. Kuyper traced every worldview back to a single 
“fixed starting point,” a leading principle, by whose guidance the everyday world was 
explored, by whose logic a meaningful world was constructed.  
Indeed, it was this common fixed starting point that gave people of faith the 
ability to converse with others in meaningful dialogue, as well it provided potential for a 
person of the faith to posit their claims in science as much as anyone else. “For all 
knowledge proceeds from faith of whatever kind,” Kuyper stated at the opening address 
of the Free University he founded. This knowledge and starting point also added 
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coherence in the then rapidly changing world of knowledge. Kuyper’s worldview 
furthered the agenda of common grace. Where the CRC in Canada accepted common 
grace as the ability to see others as co-created humanity of God, Kuyper’s worldview 
spurred them to engage with those co-created and work alongside of them for the 
betterment of the world.57  
Sphere Sovereignty 
 
The global stage in Kuyper’s day saw an explosion of Western imperialism and 
the harbingers of a cultural revolution that would usher in a new form of modernism. 
Common grace and worldview epistemology afford the ease of cultural engagement, but 
a guiding principle was needed to direct the faithful in their thoughts and actions. Enter 
Kuyper’s sphere sovereignty. “What Kuyper meant by a ‘sphere’ is pretty much what we 
have in mind when we talk about a person’s sphere of influence.”58 Beginning from the 
starting point of Calvinism’s sovereignty of God, Kuyper posited that God was sovereign 
over all facets of human life, and he insisted upon active Christian engagement in all 
facets. Kuyper believed that God had organized the creation into discrete theatres of 
activity, namely the spheres of family, business, art, education, church and state; each 
sphere given specific purposes by the Creator and each possessing its own integrity.59 
Despite modest biblical evidence and a minimum of theological elaboration, it was 
undoubtedly Kuyper’s influence and subsequent history that carried the argument 
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forward. Perhaps, Kuyper’s memorable quote was enough to challenge the church into 
cultural engagement, “There is not a square inch in the whole domain of our human 
existence over which Christ, who is Sovereign over all, does not cry: ‘Mine!’”60 61 
Acknowledging the sovereignty of Jesus empowered the CRC in Canada to 
engage and promote cultural activities of the family, business, art, education, church, and 
government. The national efforts of the CRC in Canada over the past 60 years or so, since 
the mass influx of Dutch immigration, has seen many ministry initiatives engaged in the 
various spheres: three aboriginal ministries centres, a Citizens for Public Justice advocacy 
group, a Centre for Public Dialogue with the Government, a Diaconal Ministries Canada 
effort to coordinate the Canadian efforts of deaconate work, ecumenical activity with 
various organizations including Kairos, the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada, and the 
Canadian Council of Christian Charities, Service Link was setup to support volunteer 
efforts, a Christian Labour Association, not to mention the more churchly spheres of 
Christian World Relief activity, World Missions, and Home Missions. Each of these 
national ministries impacting their designated sphere where God has sovereignty, and the 
members engaging in each sphere to stake God’s claim within each. Kuyper saw the role 
of Christians “to develop the potential endowed in creation as a service to God,” and the 
CRC in Canada saw it come to fruition; “cultural engagement [was] a strategic priority 
for [Christ’s] followers in the context of their times.” 62 Kuyper’s two key theological 
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innovations, the doctrine of common grace and the worldview epistemology found their 
hands and feet of cultural engagement within the spheres of God’s sovereignty. 
The progression from common grace to worldview to sphere sovereignty is not 
hard to trace in the practice of the CRC in Canada, and as much as it flourished it has a 
dark side. Much of Kuyper’s legacy, Bratt points out, has divided along two lines, as can 
be seen in the faith and life practices of the CRC in Canada. “Conservative heirs have 
amplified the themes of order, ontological fixedness, suspicions of secularism, and 
aspersions towards the Left. [While the] progressive progeny have followed his call for 
fresh thinking, epistemological openness, social justice, and aspersions towards the 
rich.”63 This bifurcation of faith and life practices unknowingly engendered a divide in 
the CRC in Canada.  
The conservative faith and life practices remained in the church, and the 
progressive faith and life practices ventured out into world; this bifurcation could be 
labeled as church and “parachurch” activities.64  The evidence of this is found in the 
proliferation of ministries and agencies of cultural engagement as listed above which the 
CRC in Canada has started since the influx of Dutch immigrants. The same proliferation 
of parachurch activity occurred at the local and regional level with the same flourish that 
the national level grew. Cultural engagement became the mode of the 
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transformationalists, and the doctrinalists remained behind in the church. The institutional 
church, however was asked to fund the cultural engagement ministries, further enhancing 
the divide into those who-do and those who-pay. The pew member was removed from 
hands on ministry engagement as it was now in the hands of the professionals and 
specialists. The CRC in Canada exists with much heart and head activity, but the two are 
not connected. 
 
The Clash in Cultures: Canadian and Christian Reformed 
 
Kuyper had the best of intentions; he would “upgrade Calvinism from an old 
dogma to an active life to put Modernist methods to orthodox ends, and to redefine the 
church to make it fit, and challenge, the contemporary world.”65 The result of Kuyper’s 
theology, Kuyper promised, “would be revitalized congregations. Believers would be 
strengthened, nominal members quickened, unbelievers converted, the whole nation 
elevated in morality to a higher plane in life.”66 The CRC in Canada has not achieved the 
results promised by Kuyper. The church finds itself struggling to survive amidst the 
tensions between the cultural environment and the church environment, between a church 
that has remain isolated from the world, and a culture that has opened its doors to the 
world. A cursory review of the cultural and theological reflections will help to illuminate 
that tension. 
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Metavista revealed a cultural milieu that is North America with its prominent four 
traits of post modernity.67 Post-Christendom shows the severing of church from state, and 
state from church. Post-Secular reveals the ever-widening embrace of worldviews. Post-
Colonial mindsets are hard at work to right the wrongs of Modernity’s impact and the 
ushering in of the globalized world. And Post-Individualism is seeking to redefine “the 
self” as not competitive, isolated, alienated, and individual subjects. Metavista reveals 
how Western Culture is evolving past modernity into unchartered territories of cultural 
norms yet to be named and defined. 
Almost Christian revealed deeper cultural mindsets and values as it looked at how 
the cultural milieu has impacted the spiritual/religious outlook of North American life. 
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism is the term given to the dominant religion that Smith and 
Denton along with Dean are saying is supplanting Christianity.68 MTD espouses a non-
judgmental openness, self-determination, and the authority of personal experience69 as 
opposed to the closed mindedness, hierarchical, and top-down authority of reason that 
modernity, and with it the religious establishment, once espoused.  MTD in its simplicity 
purports a society where if something sounds good and feels good, that any god could 
affirm, then go ahead and do it.70 MTD may well be the new American religious faith for 
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70 A simplification of the outcomes of MTD. 
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our culturally post-Christian, individualistic, mass-consumer society.71 The MTD 
influence has watered down Christianity. 
Certainly the Reformed faith with its distinctive characteristics could withstand 
such an onslaught of cultural change, evolving values and ethics. Hesselink, in his book, 
On Being Reformed, portrays a positive vision of the Reformed faith where God’s 
sovereignty and the lordship of Jesus Christ is manifest in every sphere of life and it 
imports a theology of the Kingdom of God which transcends time and space.72 But the 
point is not lost that the Reformed faith needed a lifeline to get out of its difficult and 
precarious position. The CRCNA has lost touch with society as it attempted to maintain 
its modernistic approach to faith and life. Its covenant theology created the illusion of the 
church as an exclusive club where membership is earned. Its hierarchical ordering 
promoted a legalistic approach to faith life. And despite its promotion of five distinctive 
characteristics, the CRCNA found itself positioning theology over piety, going in the 
opposite direction of society with their preponderance for the authority of personal 
experience. Where the society was opening up to the world, the CRCNA was narrowing 
its opening and thus unable to adjust to shifting cultural norms, values, and ethics. The 
CRCNA became more and more isolated from society, insulated by its theological stance. 
The CRC in Canada fared no better. Despite Kuyper’s influence in challenging 
the church to reaffirm its identity and mission,73 despite Kuyper’s vision of a church as a 
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free and voluntary body called out of the larger society to be, inter alia, a witness to and 
leaven in that society,74 the CRC in Canada bifurcated and lost its influence to be leaven 
to society, and its parachurch activities lost touch with the church. All the while that this 
was happening the overarching effect of common grace and worldviews watered down 
the distinctive between the sacred and the secular people in society. More and more the 
church goer became like their worldly counterparts, and the effects of MTD prevalent in 
Canadian society found its way into the CRC in Canada.  
The result of the MTD pervasion further bifurcated the church, this time splitting 
the member from the body, the person from the institution. Where the member was 
without skill in expressing their faith (for that skill got lost to parachurch organizations) 
their faith lives became inauthentic—they had become just like the society around them, 
adopting an MTD outlook on life. The institutional church however, attempting to retain 
its faithfulness to the doctrines and liturgies revealed their unwillingness to adapt to the 
cultural need around them, further entrenching MTD devotees who saw church as 
demanding and judgmental. The CRC in Canada as a whole, member and body, had 
become isolated, insulated, inauthentic and unwilling to change. The dividing lines had 
been drawn, and the CRC in Canada is wont of a renewal.  
The CRC in Canada is now confronting a definitive choice between diminishing 
with its adherence to doctrines and church order, or … to adopt a Kuyperian quote for our 
situation, “Let us go back to the living root of tradition to clean and to water it, and so to 
cause it to bud and to blossom once more, now fully in accordance with our actual life in 
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these [contemporary] times, and with the demands of the time to come.”75 The CRC in 
Canada needs to rejoin its bifurcated roots, both those torn asunder by church and 
parachurch systems, and those torn asunder by MTD influences between the individual 
member and the church body. There is a need to re-envision the mission and identity of 
the church in which both the church and the members are culturally engaged. This re-
envisioning is what the next chapters will espouse; an understanding and deployment of 
the principles needed to help the member and the church to re-engage with their faith and 
with society. The theology of a missional impetus and the supportive role of discipleship 
will be purported as the means to rejoin the roots of the CRC in Canada. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
THEOLOGY OF THE MISSIONAL IMPETUS 
AND UNDERSTANDING THE CHURCH CONTEXT 
 
A Missional Theology 
 
The catastrophe of the Tower of Babel, as told in Genesis 11:1-9 portrays God 
sending the peoples of the earth out over the face of the whole earth. Gerhard Von Rad 
describes this event as “God’s future relationship to his rebellious humanity … is now 
scattered in fragments.”1 The story of humanity as told from Genesis Three to Ten 
reveals an ever widening chasm between themselves and God, and the end of that 
relationship seems imminent. However, it is evident throughout the first eleven chapters 
of Genesis that despite mankind’s corruption God continues to preserve, forgive, and 
provide; or in the words of Romans 5:20, “where sin increased, grace abounded all the 
more.” It appears that there might be a hopeful turn to this tragic story of humanity’s 
broken relationship with God. 
                                                 
1 Gerhard Von Rad, Genesis: A Commentary, Translated by John Marks, (Philadelphia, PA: 
Westminister Press, 1961) 148. 
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Genesis 12 begins the story of God’s redemptive plan to reconcile all the peoples 
of the earth back to himself despite their dispersion. God begins anew with the election 
and blessing of Abram. Von Rad refers to this as the point where sacred history begins; 2 
God’s salvation for all nations is shown in the outcome of God’s selection of and blessing 
of Abram — “and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you.” (Gn12:3) “From the 
multitude of nations God chooses a man, looses him from his tribal ties, and makes him 
the beginner of a new nation and the recipient of great promises of salvation.” Von Rad 
says, “What is promised to Abram reaches far beyond Israel; indeed, it has universal 
meaning for all generations on earth.”3 Beginning with Abram, God plans to reconcile the 
world back to himself. A pattern of sending out chosen people to bless the world is seen 
again and again in the Biblical narrative, beginning with the election and blessing of 
Abram. 
Missio Dei is the contemporary phrase for the sending out of God’s people to help 
him reach the ends of the earth to which they have been scattered. Darrell Guder in his 
book, Missional Church, credits Leslie Newbiggin with a good articulation of the mission 
of God being theocentric, as opposed to church-centric. This is an important distinction to 
understand as it sets the stage for any participation that the church might have in the 
mission of God. Guder says this of Newbiggin,  
Newbiggin brought into public discussion a theological consensus that had long 
been forming among missiologists and theologians … The missiological 
consensus that Newbiggin focused on our situation may be summarized with the 
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3 Ibid. 
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term missio Dei, “the mission of God.” Mission is the result of God’s initiative, 
rooted in God’s purposes to restore and heal creation.4 
 
The church’s mission is in fact a participation in God’s mission for God’s purposes. 
 
The Missional Impetus in Scriptures 
 
Old Testament Impetus: Abram, Moses, and Isaiah 
 
Beginning with Abram’s election and blessing, the word “go” appears in many 
instances of God’s sending out of his people to participate in the missio Dei. Often, each 
instance of sending also reveals an outcome of what God will do as a result of their 
participation. Three examples of Old Testament stories illustrate this pattern of sending 
and outcomes: Abram, Moses, and Isaiah. 
Abram 
 
Genesis 12:1 has the Lord saying to Abram, “Leave your country, your people 
and your father’s household and go to the land I will show you.” What follows in verse 2 
and 3 is the promises of God to bless Abram, to bless those who bless him, and to bless 
the whole world through Abram. And so in trust, “Abram left as the Lord had told him.” 
(Gn12:4)  
Moses 
 
Moses, whose name sounds like the Hebrew word for draw out is chosen by God 
to be instrumental in drawing out his people from Egypt’s tyrannical rule. Moses finds 
himself far from Egypt, but not far from God as God himself speaks to Moses on the side 
                                                 
4 Darrell L. Guder, ed., Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North 
America (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1998), 3-4. 
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of Mount Horeb. “So now, go. I am sending you to Pharaoh to bring my people the 
Israelites out of Egypt.” (Ex 3:10) After balking at the idea expressed by God, Moses 
hears the promise of God’s presence with him, and also the promise of an outcome. “I 
will be with you. And this will be the sign to you that it is I who have sent you: When 
you have brought the people out of Egypt, you will worship God on this mountain.” (Ex 
3:12) 
Isaiah 
 
The commissioning of Isaiah is often utilized as a proof text in the commissioning 
of modern-day missionaries. The magnanimous scene of the Lord seated on the throne, 
with the seraphs bellowing their worship, call to mind the humility of the one being sent. 
Isaiah exclaimed, “Woe to me! … I am a man of unclean lips, and my eyes have seen the 
King, the Lord Almighty.” (Is 6:5) The dramatic scene unfolds and the Lord himself asks 
aloud, “Whom shall I send? And who will go for us?” to which Isaiah responds, “Here I 
am. Send me!” (Is 6:8) The Lord then says that infamous word, go; “Go and tell this 
people.” (Is 6:9) Despite the positive uplifting nature of this participation in God’s 
mission, the mission will call for perseverance on Isaiah’s part. The Lord informs Isaiah 
that the people will not listen to him, but that a remnant, a tenth, will remain in the land, a 
holy seed for future blessing. (Is 6:9-13) 
 
New Testament Impetus: from Jesus to Saul 
 
The pattern of sending and foretelling of outcomes repeats in the New Testament. 
The most prominent and pivotal is of course Jesus Christ, God’s own son. It is through 
the salvific act of Jesus’ commission that all of humanity is to be reconciled back to God. 
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The angel spoke of why Jesus was sent, saying, “I bring you good news of great joy that 
will be for all people. Today, in the town of David a Savior has been born to you; he is 
Christ the Lord.” (Lk 2:10, 11) It was the whole host of angels who spoke the outcome of 
Jesus’ mission, singing, “Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace to men on 
whom his favor rests.” (Lk 2:14) Jesus becomes the hinge-point where God now widens 
his attention to the ends of the earth. Jesus, the son of God, continues in his Father’s 
footsteps and also sends out chosen people to participate in the missio Dei, as witnessed 
in the sending out of the seventy-two disciples, Peter, and Barnabas and Saul. 
Seventy-Two 
 
Jesus originally sent out his twelve disciples to preach the kingdom of God and to 
heal the sick. (Lk 9:1-6) Later, in Luke 10, we read that Jesus appointed and sent out 
seventy-two other disciples, saying, “Go! I am sending you out like lambs among 
wolves.” (Lk 10:3) Jesus sent them out ahead of him to every town and place where he 
was about to go. Jesus was asking these seventy-two disciples to prepare the people to 
receive him. Jesus forewarned them of the possible outcomes – they will either be 
accepted or be rejected: for those who accept them, healing and promises of the coming 
Kingdom; for those who reject them, warnings of judgment and impending doom. Jesus 
repeats the pattern established by his Father in sending and foretelling the outcomes of 
the mission. 
Peter 
 
Post-resurrection and post-Pentecost the early church has been empowered by 
Jesus and the Holy Spirit to preach the Gospel. Jesus had told them, “You will receive 
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power when the Holy Spirit comes upon you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, 
and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” (Ac 1:8) The church grew but 
became persecuted by the authorities in Jerusalem, and as a result the church at Jerusalem 
was scattered throughout Judea and Samaria. This turn of events now sends the apostles 
outwards, beyond that of Jerusalem into Judea, Galilee and Samaria.  
The last stage of where the church was to go was that of the ends of the earth, and 
the Lord chose Peter to be the first to reach beyond racial borders in order to spread the 
Good News. Acts 10 tells the story of how God prompted Peter the Apostle to witness to 
Cornelius a gentile. Through a metaphorical dream depicting the crossing of boundaries 
the Lord was showing Peter that it is acceptable for him to share the Good News with 
gentiles. And just as Peter was pondering the meaning of the dream, the Spirit said to 
him, “Simon (that is Peter), three men are looking for you. So get up and go downstairs. 
Do not hesitate to go with them, for I have sent them.” (Ac 10:19) The outcome of this 
sending was not so much foretold as it was understood after Cornelius and his whole 
household accepted the Good News; and the church back in Jerusalem assented to this 
move of the Spirit, “praising God, and saying, ‘So then, God has granted even the 
gentiles repentance unto life.’” (Ac 11:18) God was making his blessing come true, that 
all the peoples on earth will be blessed through Abram and his seed.  
Barnabas and Saul  
 
The early church might have remained in Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria if not for 
the Lord once again prompting the church to go beyond its current borders. Acts 13 
records the Holy Spirit’s directive to the church to send Barnabas and Saul further than 
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the church had reached previously. The Holy Spirit gave no specifics about destination, 
nor did it foretell the outcomes; the Holy Spirit simply said, “Set apart for me Barnabas 
and Saul for the work to which I have called them.” (Ac 13:2) So the two of them were 
sent on their way by the Holy Spirit, and what follows is the first of three missionary 
journeys that Saul (now Paul) undertakes as he reaches the ends of the earth. Countless 
churches were setup in the then known world as new disciples of Jesus witnessed to the 
truth of the Good News.  
The pattern of God’s chosen people being sent out continues to this day with 
outcomes similar to that of the early churches’ participation in the missio Dei. New 
disciples are made, and the blessings of God through Abram’s seed, Jesus Christ, 
continue to reach the ends of the earth. The making of disciples is key to the undertaking 
of participating in the mission of God.  A church must first make disciples in order for the 
witness of Jesus Christ to be authentic. The aspect of discipleship, like that of missio Dei, 
is also found in the Bible, in both Old and New Testaments. 
 
The Discipleship Role of Missions 
 
The word disciple simply means pupil or learner, and the church is commissioned 
to “make disciples” in its efforts to reach the ends of the earth. Matthew 28:19 and 20, 
commonly referred to as the Great Commission is yet another instance of where Jesus 
speaks of going in his sending out of the church to participate in the mission of God. The 
making of disciples can be seen as a work of the Triune God throughout the Bible. God, 
in his triune state, calls selected peoples to first be his disciples before they embark on 
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witnessing to his presence and providence. This Trinitarian work by God is recorded in 
pre-Jesus times, during Jesus’ time on earth, and post-Jesus times. 
 
The Pre-Jesus Call to Discipleship 
 
The Abramic blessing, as discussed previous, clearly shows the role that God 
places on his chosen people for the blessing of the world. God is sending them out, but 
they must first learn to listen and follow God’s leading. Abram certainly demonstrated his 
willingness to follow when God first called him (Gn12:1,4), but Abram also 
demonstrated the need to listen to God first before acting. Time and time again Abram 
goes ahead of God taking the situations into his own hands. The conception of Ishmael 
(Gn 16) and the twice spoken half-truth of Sarah being his sister (Gn 12 and 20) are but 
three occasions of Abram going ahead of God; Abram needed to learn to trust and follow 
God’s lead. God was indeed a patient teacher, even when the next two generations also 
demonstrated Abram’s tendency to get ahead of God. It was not until after the Exodus 
that God decided to spell it out for his chosen people on how best to listen and follow 
him. 
When Moses was introduced to God on Mount Horeb, God declared that after his 
people were freed from Egyptian slavery that they, the Israelites, would come to worship 
God on the very same mountain (Ex 3:12). But it was at Mount Sinai that God delivered 
his teachings to the Israelites. The Ten Commandments, along with numerous other laws 
and codes, were to instruct the Israelites on how to listen and follow God. These 
commandments could easily be established as the law of the land for the Israelites, but 
God wanted more than compliant obedience, he was desirous that these become 
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foundational to the way of life for the Israelites. Moses declared it as much when he 
reviewed the law with the Israelites in his final speeches to them. Deuteronomy 6:4-9 
records how Moses promoted the law as a way of living. 
4 Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one. 5 Love the Lord your God 
with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength. 6 These 
commandments that I give you today are to be on your hearts. 7 Impress them on 
your children. Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk along 
the road, when you lie down and when you get up. 8 Tie them as symbols on your 
hands and bind them on your foreheads. 9 Write them on the doorframes of your 
houses and on your gates. 
 
Moses promoted the commandments of God as a way of life, a way of learning, a way of 
teaching the next generation. Moses promoted a way of life expressing gratitude to God 
for his salvation. God’s call upon the lives of the Israelites was to listen and to follow his 
lead – God was discipling his chosen people to represent him to the rest of the world. 
 
The Jesus Call to Discipleship 
 
Jesus did not hesitate to pick up on the call of discipleship that God first institutes 
with the Israelites. “Follow me” is the discipleship invitation that Jesus gave out. The 
Gospel according to Matthew shows Jesus’ first act of ministry (after preaching that “the 
Kingdom of God is near.”) was to call unto himself disciples (Mt 4:18-22). The Sermon 
on the Mount follows right after, exemplifying that in being chosen you must first learn 
to listen. The Sermon on the Mount reveals Jesus not only reinstating the commandments 
but raising the bar of expectations in meeting them. The sermon describes various aspects 
of life that call for exemplary living as expected by God. Jesus’ call to discipleship 
includes high expectations of learning to live according to God’s ways. 
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The Sermon on the Mount included instructions on murder, adultery, divorce, the 
making of oaths, the loving of enemies and giving to the needy; but all of this and more 
was preceded by Jesus’ call to be salt and light to others. “You are the light of the world.” 
he said to his disciples (Mt5:14). This statement along with “You are the salt of the 
earth.” (Mt 5:13) equates to the missional call placed on the disciples. Jesus highlighted 
this call on their lives when he said, “Let your light shine before men, that they may see 
your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven.” (Mt 5:16). Jesus knew that his 
disciples must first learn to listen and follow before he could send them out. This is 
further demonstrated in Luke 9 and 10 where we read about discipleship followed by 
apostleship – being sent out. 
It is unfortunate that the division of chapters occurs where it is placed at Luke 10, 
for it divides two stories that otherwise might be seen more as complimenting each other. 
Luke 9: 57-62 tells the story of Jesus’ emphasis on discipleship; Luke 10:1-23 reveals the 
emphasis Jesus placed on sending out of the disciples. The New International Version of 
the Bible places a heading before Luke 9:57-62 naming it as The Cost of Following 
Jesus; the heading might have been better stated as The Importance of Discipleship. Luke 
10:1 then states, “After this, the Lord appointed seventy-two others and sent them two by 
two ahead of him to every town and place where he was about to go.” (italics mine) 
Mission follows discipleship; discipleship precedes mission. The disciples needed to 
learn to listen, follow, and trust the Lord before Jesus was willing to send them out. “No 
one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom of 
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God.” Jesus says before he sends out the seventy-two. Jesus’ call to discipleship is clearly 
seen to be a precursor to the call to missions. 
 
The Post-Jesus Call to Discipleship 
 
The Great Commission, whether taken from Matthew, Mark or Luke’s Gospel, or 
taken from Acts 1:8, all reveal the call to missions placed upon the disciples. The rest of 
the New Testament, especially the Book of Acts, describe how the mission unfolded in 
reaching the ends of the earth, and this, made possible through the engagement of the 
Holy Spirit. It is within the Epistles, though, that the call to discipleship is shown more 
clearly. Each church that received a letter from one of the Apostles has within it clear 
instructions on how to listen, follow, and trust God more fully. Each letter is written to 
further instruct the new disciples in the ways of living that Jesus and his Father ask of 
them. What follows is a simple extraction of texts and phrases taken from the Epistles 
that demonstrate the call to discipleship and the call to missional living – the call to living 
in such a way that others “may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven.” 
(Mt 5:16) 
The Apostle Paul in his writings uses various phrases throughout his letters to 
depict discipleship and missions. To the Romans he informs them that “A righteousness 
from God, apart from the law, has been made known, to which the Law and the Prophets 
can testify. This righteousness from God comes through faith in Jesus Christ to all who 
believe.” (Rm 3:21,22) This righteousness that Paul speaks of is none other than right 
living, made known to us because “we have the mind of Christ.” (1 Co 2:16) The mind of 
Christ, given to us by the Holy Spirit, also enables our differences of gifting, service and 
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workings to be for the common good of the people (1 Co12:4-6). And the common good 
of the people is that they might be reconciled to God, “and he has committed to us the 
message of reconciliation.” (2 Co 5:19) Paul highlights God’s missional call when he 
further stated that “We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God was making 
his appeal through us.” (2 Co 5:20) Right living always precedes God’s sending, as is 
noted in more of Paul’s Epistles. 
Paul’s letters to the churches of Galatia, Ephesus, Colossae and Thessalonica, all 
call for the newly-made disciples to a life of right living, for the purpose of being a Christ 
ambassador. The Galatians were encouraged to “not become weary in doing good, for at 
the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.” (Ga 6:9) The Ephesians 
were encouraged to “Live as children of the light” (echoes of Jesus’ words in Matthew 
5:16), “for the fruit of the light consists in all goodness, righteousness, and truth.” (Eph 
5:8,9) The Philippians, beloved church of Paul, to them he wrote, “shine like stars in the 
universe as you hold out the word of life.” (Php 2:15,16) The church in Colossae received 
rules for holy living penned by Paul because they are “God’s chosen people, holy and 
dearly loved.” (Col 3:1-17) The church in Thessalonica were instructed in “how to live in 
order to please God … so that [their] daily life may win the respect of outsiders.” (1 Th 
4:1, 12). Paul clearly saw the life of the disciples as being the light that others may know 
God. 
James, Peter and John also identify right living as the call of discipleship in order 
to witness to the ends of the earth. James’ letter is fraught with a call to right living out of 
a life of integrity, but it hinges on submission to God. (Jm 4:7) Peter calls the disciples to 
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live according to the will of God, urging the disciples to “use whatever gift he has 
received to serve others.” (1 Pe 4: 2, 10) And John repeatedly bases a disciple’s life on 
the command to love one another, reinforcing that love in the same way that Jesus 
himself promoted, “that we ought to lay down our lives for our brothers.” (1 Jn 3:11, 16) 
John’s second letter furthers the call of listening, learning, and following Christ when he 
wrote, “And this is love: that we walk in obedience to his commands. As you have heard 
from the beginning, his command is that you walk in love.” (2 Jn: 6) John’s 
encouragement to walk in love following God’s commands harkens back to Moses’ 
promotion of a way of life that exudes from a life lived as a response to God. 
The role of discipleship is key to the mission of God. The disciples must first 
learn to follow Jesus and obey all that he has commanded before they can be sent out like 
lambs among wolves, displaying God’s presence for all to see. The role of discipleship, 
although not called that until the New Testament, is clearly demonstrated in the Bible as a 
life that has learned to live according to God’s ways. The early church continued this call 
on the believer’s life, so much so that a compendium of the Apostle’s teachings was 
captured in the first century as The Didache and Kindred Documents. Commonly known 
as The Oldest Church Manual called the Teachings of the Twelve Apostles, this document 
promotes the way of living that demonstrates God’s holiness.5  
What the chronology of discipleship reveals is that God instructed his chosen 
people all along the way, beginning with Abram and continuing in the first-century 
churches. God instructed his disciples in a manner that was fitting for their time and 
                                                 
5 Phillip Schaaf, The Oldest Church Manual (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1885). 
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place. The Israelites, just removed from their captivity, needed to know who God was, 
and how to live in response to his salvation in order to reveal God to the neighboring 
nations. The Israelites suffering under Roman rule needed to learn how to rise above their 
oppressors in a way that demonstrated that God was Lord, and not Caesar. Jesus’ 
teachings gave them boldness and confidence to face the culture of their day, and not hide 
the light of God within them. The Apostles continued this pattern of becoming disciples 
first before sending out people to the ends of the earth. The early church did the same. 
The expectation of today’s church is no different. 
 
Understanding the Church Culture 
 
All believers are called to engagement in the missio Dei, but it needs to be 
dependent upon pre-engagement in discipleship, and the mission is truly dependent upon 
a believer’s reliance on God’s Holy Spirit. However, certain values held by churches can 
either inhibit or prompt reception of the missio Dei. Church values breed a specific 
culture within their walls and becomes a culture unto itself. However, this culture can 
shift throughout time and place, and can vary by region of the continent, even varying 
among people within the same church. Clare W. Graves initiated an elaborate model 
depicting cultural values that span centuries of time and transcend cultural borders. His 
theory, enhanced by Don Edward Beck and Christopher C. Cowan can be useful in 
assessing a church’s cultural values within a specific era or region. A description of their 
theory and practice follows, followed by a look at lenses and frames through which the 
mission of God passes as it is pursued in any particular church.  
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Understanding Values and Motives within Churches 
 
Spiral Dynamics, starting out from research by Graves as levels of psychological 
existence, was developed by Beck and Cowan into a new framework for understanding 
the dynamic forces at play in human affairs – business, personal lives, education, and 
even geo-politics. Spiral Dynamics is a system of identifying and assessing core 
intelligences within persons/societies that shape and inform values, beliefs, and ethical 
structures. Every individual has their own organizational design, intensity level, code of 
conduct, and set of assumptions regarding how they view the world.6 Spiral Dynamics 
discovers how basic life priorities are shaped, which result in surface level decisions and 
behaviours that others can observe.7 Spiral Dynamics categorizes specific classifications 
of humanity, called vMEMEs to describe a wave-like meta-meme system of “value-
memes” onto a spiral of ever escalating and expanding world views, and then explains 
how each classification is prone to behave. A graphic of the spiraling-expanding 
classifications is depicted in Figure Two.8 
                                                 
6 Don Edward Beck and Christopher C. Cowan, Spiral Dynamics: Mastering Values, Leadership, 
and Change (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2006) 40. 
 
7 Ibid. 
 
8  Peter Buchanan, “The Big Rethink Part 10: Spiral Dynamics and Culture,” The Architectural 
Review, http://www.architectural-review.com/rethink/viewpoints/the-big-rethink-part-10-spiral-dynamics-
and-culture/8638840.fullarticle, (accessed November 23, 2012). 
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[Figure Two: Spiral Depiction] 
 
Understanding one’s church through the concept of vMEMEs is helpful in 
assessing motivation and inspiration factors. A chart of vMEMEs in progression along the 
spiral reveals the basic motive for each vMEME as depicted in Figure Three. 9 [vMEMEs 
are coded by colour so as not to betray a hierarchy, but there is a progression from Beige 
to Turquoise.] The overall progression to be noted is the direction of moving from one’s 
own concerns to that of concern for others. 
                                                 
9 Beck and Cowan, Spiral Dynamics, two charts adapted and amalgamated, 41, 65. 
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Colour: Popular Name: Basic Motives: Basic Concerns 
BEIGE: Survival Sense staying alive through intimate 
sensory equipment. 
survival 
PURPLE: Kin Spirits blood relations and mysticism in a 
magical and scary world 
safety 
RED: Power Gods enforce power over self, others, and 
nature through exploitative 
independence. 
dominance and 
power 
BLUE: Truth Force absolute belief in one right way and 
obedience to authority. 
meaning and 
order 
ORANGE: Strive Drive possibility thinking focussed on 
making things better for self. 
autonomy and 
manipulation 
GREEN: Human Bond well-being of people and building 
consensus gets highest priority. 
equality and 
community 
YELLOW: Flex Flow flexible adaptation to change through 
connected, big-picture views. 
flexibility and 
natural flow 
TURQUOISE: Global View attention to whole-Earth dynamics 
and macro-level actions 
life and 
harmony 
[Figure Three: Spiral Dynamic’s Basic Motives and Concerns] 
Understanding motives for each vMEME provides insights on how to assess one’s own 
basis for values. 
Beck and Cowan suggests that these vMEMEs have developed since the 
beginning of time, from primal to medieval to contemporary times, but equally 
importantly, the progression of vMEMEs can be traced in an individual’s psychological 
development. It is possible that while an individual may progress up and along the spiral, 
the prior vMEMEs still reside within the individual, although not as prominently. 
vMEMEs can be extremely helpful in determining the values held in a single person 
and/or collective of individuals, such as churches, neighborhoods, even cities. 
A church can use Spiral Dynamics to assess its current values and beliefs.10 
“While they [vMEMEs] are initially shaped in each human mind, vMEMEs are so vital 
                                                 
10 A Spiral Dynamics Assessment Tool can be found in Appendix B. 
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they reach across whole groups of people and begin to structure mindsets on their own.”11 
vMEMEs are self-organizing entities which elaborate themselves into consistent packages 
that impact virtually everything in our lives . . . .Understanding that a vMEME transposes 
itself into a world view, a value system, a level of psychological existence, a belief 
structure, organizing principle, and a mode of living enables one to assess the current 
church values, as well as, any individual. vMEMEs are like magnetic fields that bind 
entities together or cause them to repel. An assessment of the world view, value system, 
belief structure, and modes of living in the church culture is important in order to learn 
how to promote the missio Dei in ways that aid the church in becoming more externally 
focussed. Churches flail around and split when new vMEMEs awaken in a portion of their 
membership.12 Therefore, an understanding of the current collective vMEME in the 
church serves to understand the status quo, and provide a platform from which to prompt 
change by introducing a new vMEME world view.  
Beck and Cowan, wrote their book, Spiral Dynamics: Mastering Values, 
Leadership, and Change, as a toolkit for the express purpose of determining the vMEMEs 
that exist in a person or situation and how to sketch out the profile one attempts to lead, 
manage, or influence.13 They developed a vMEME Detection system to aid in the 
identification of principles at play within any one or any group. Once properly observed 
and identified, a leader can begin to work with, and not against, the values, beliefs, and 
                                                 
11 Beck and Cowan, Spiral Dynamics, 31,32. 
 
12 Ibid., 40, 41. 
 
13 Ibid., 115. 
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ethical structures influencing the group. Beck and Cowan provide several charts (in the 
appendices of their book) for the purpose of Designing and Managing Healthy 
Communities, according to the vMEMEs detected. As well, they provide a chart of 
communicating elements that can be utilized to ensure appropriate message design 
according to vMEME level.14 The utilization of Spiral Dynamics as a tool to decipher a 
church’s dominant vMEME will empower, align, and integrate the leadership of the 
church to shape the promotion of discipleship and missions in such a way that successful 
reception is more likely to occur. 
It should be noted that Ken Wilber and the Integral Institute have taken the 
concepts of Spiral Dynamics to greater and deeper reaches than perhaps envisioned by 
Beck and Cowan. Wilber has expanded the application of Spiral Dynamics, and 
combined it with other theories, for the application into multi-disciplinary arenas. The 
titles of his books reveals the extent to which Wilber has applied his enhanced theories: 
Integral Psychology, Integral Spirituality and Integral Life Practice to name but a few.15 
While very thorough and worth understanding his integral approach to all of life aspects, 
Spiral Dynamics was chosen to aid in the detection of beliefs, values, and ethical 
structures for the purpose of understanding the population of the church.  
The use of Spiral Dynamics as an assessment tool for the mission-field would also 
serve the church well. An understanding of the values, motives, and concerns is crucial 
for a successful foray into the world, however this is not elaborated here, as the primary 
                                                 
14 An adaptation of Spiral Dynamics’ communication guide can be found in Appendix C. 
 
15 Ken Wilber, see Shambhala Publications or visit http://integrallife.com. 
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concern of this project is to understand the church culture and how it may be transformed 
from its current state. Every church is influenced by the surrounding culture as noted in 
the opening chapter, and for now that will suffice in understanding the tension between 
church and secular culture.  There is more exegesis of the church culture, and for that a 
look at lenses and frames will aid the discovery. 
 
Understanding Lenses and Frames within the Church 
 
Further understanding of the church culture is possible by evaluating the lenses 
through which a people-group perceives matters concerning themselves and others. 
Shane Hipps purports that everyone has lenses through which they look at the world, and 
through which they receive the gospel.16 This is the micro level of contextualization as 
every individual perceives the world through lenses, of which they may not even be 
aware. Values, perceptions, opinions, understandings, and expectations all play into the 
formation or layers of lenses through which one views the world.  
An example of lenses might be how one views their Christianity. The lens through 
which one views the Bible may be that it is the story of God and his creation / creatures. 
It is a story of humanity’s relationship with that creator God. And that it is a finite record 
of God’s self-revelation. These lenses shape how one would purport the Gospel, and 
these lenses inform how one might receive teachings from other Gospel presenters. If 
what is received matches the personal lenses, then it is received without incident, but 
                                                 
16 Shane Hipps, The Art of Preaching: Preaching as Storytelling, (Pasadena, CA: Fuller 
Theological Seminary, Spring, 2014), PR721 Class Lectures. 
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should one aspect not agree with a personal lens it might be rejected, rethought, or added 
as new information to the current set of lenses. 
The acknowledgment of lenses is important for effective missio Dei promotion 
because the misalignment of lenses with those of the recipients may lead to a rejection of 
the message transmitted. It is therefore of import to understand the church’s culture and 
their perception of the message. The framing of the missio Dei can then be calibrated. 
The word choice one uses are an important factor in the promotion of the missio 
Dei. Robert Dilts suggests that “the right words at the right time can create powerful 
positive effects, and the wrong words at the wrong time can create harmful effects.”17 
Awareness of our choice of words and phrases is useful in transforming current lenses 
into new ones. In this regard, it is observed that Jesus was masterful at reframing one’s 
lenses. Often he would say, “You have heard it said before . . . but I tell you. . . .” This 
rhetorical device was not just meant to alert the listener to what was being said, but more 
so Jesus was alerting the listeners to be open to having their lenses altered. Five times in 
the Sermon on the Mount Jesus uses this rhetorical device, and each time he helps the 
people to unblock their mindsets and become open to new options, new possibilities, new 
lenses. “You have heard it said before to love your neighbor and hate your enemy, but I 
tell you: love your enemies.” (Mt 5:43) Jesus takes their current lens and transforms it 
into a new one by framing his message in a way that prepares the hearers. Word choice is 
an important factor in the presentation of the mission of God. 
                                                 
17 Robert Dilts, Sleight of Mouth: The Magic of Conversational Belief Change (Capitola, CA: 
MetaPublications, 1999) 6. 
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Dilts purports that it is possible to change beliefs by working at and reinforcing 
the transformation of current lenses into new lenses (referred to as Sleight of Mouth in 
Dilts’ book of the same title). Consider that “our subjective experiences are our reality, 
and that takes precedence over any theories or interpretations,”18 and we use words to 
frame our experience, they belay our perceptions of reality.19 Dilts’ transformative 
approach can be used to rephrase the missio Dei in light of what the Gospel says about 
the mission of God to contemporary perceptions of reality. Sleight of Mouth patterns help 
us to update our beliefs by reconnecting them to experiences, values, expectations, and 
internal states.20 Word or phrase choices are important to select when encouraging 
participation in the mission of God. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The theological principles involved in moving an internally focused church to 
becoming an externally focused church, i.e. a missionally engaged church, will require a 
good and deep understanding of the missiological impetus as revealed throughout 
Scriptures. God spoke it, Jesus demonstrated it, the Holy Spirit supports it. Likewise, a 
good and deep appreciation of discipleship as shown in Scriptures will provide a solid 
foundation for missio Dei engagement. The integration of discipleship into a missional 
framework would result in a combo disciple-missional model. It is the successful 
integration of discipleship in missionary work that will ensure the best response to God’s 
                                                 
18 Dilts, Sleight of Mouth, 16. 
 
19 Ibid., 18. 
 
20 Ibid., 316. 
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call to reach the ends of the earth. Lastly, the church will require an understanding of it’s 
values as revealed through Spiral Dynamics, as well as, an understanding of collective 
and individual lenses must be mastered so that the promotion of the missio Dei can be 
framed in such a way that enhances reception.  A thorough understanding of one’s own 
self allows the church to navigate the church culture as best as possible for a smooth 
transition from internal to external foci. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
PART THREE: 
THE WAY FORWARD 
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CHAPTER 4: 
 
THE PRACTICAL PRACTICES OF THE MISSIONAL PLAN 
 
 
The Disciple-Missional Model 
 
The precedent of God electing his people to be sent out to the ends of the earth is 
seen in both the Old and New Testament. As well, the priori of discipleship, the ability 
and willingness to follow God’s leading, is also identified. One cannot be sent unless one 
has first learned to follow. The Church of today has bifurcated discipleship from 
missions; the church of the missio Dei must reintegrate them. Dean had forecasted that 
Christian education is needed that is deeply rooted in missional activity in order to 
reverse the trend of North American teenagers leaving the church.1 The missio Dei calls 
for just an integration of both discipleship and missional work into a blended model of 
disciple-missional activity. 
The concept of doing discipleship within missions should not be done alone – it 
requires at least one-other to accompany and co-labor. Jesus’ own example of sending out 
his disciples two-by-two prompts this strategy. Disciple-missional work is not to be a 
                                                 
1 Dean, Almost Christian, 22. 
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solo endeavour; it must be seen as done in community, and as a community. Together, 
the disciple-missionaries encourage one-another in the call placed on their lives, as well 
as encourage one-another to continue to grow in Christ-likeness. The disciple-missional 
model exemplifies the movement from being an internally focused church to becoming 
an externally focused church. 
Once a church has fully appreciated the theological impetus for missional activity 
supported by discipleship, and once the church gains a good understanding of its own 
culture, then the disciple-missional principles of church can be set into goals and 
strategies that any church can employ. The initial goals will be to provide clarity of 
actions to be taken, and the strategies will be to provide direction of those actions. What 
follows is a depiction of those goals and strategies. 
 
The Goals of the Church’s Missional Objective 
 
Clarity in what a disciple-missional church is and does is of utmost importance to 
its members. It has been said that if a preacher’s message is fuzzy in the pulpit it will be a 
fog in the pews. The same can be said about the vision statement of the church; if the 
statement is too vague or non-specific then it loses its impact in the members. 
Conversely, if a vision statement is too specific then it begins to narrow the activity of the 
church and thus narrow the full understanding of what it means to be a Christian. A 
vision statement is useful for providing direction for all and any ministry that a church 
undertakes. A well-phrased vision statement will focus the energies of the church. Clarity 
in vision also reinforces what Christianity is and does. 
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A vision statement provides a medium for the ministry activities of a church to be 
aligned and focused. The clearer the vision statement the easier it will be to evaluate the 
activity. Many contemporary churches have reduced their vision statement to Jesus’ own 
words, love God and love our neighbors. (Mk 12:30, 31) Such a statement can be used to 
evaluate their ministries, however, the statement is so broad that it would be easy to 
justify any activity as supporting that vision statement. A further refinement is called for, 
in order to reduce the complexity of Christianity as expressed by those churches. A vision 
statement that captures both the direction and the desired actions of the church is 
preferable in order to properly evaluate the combined disciple-missional ministries. 
Once a clear vision has been established, the church must seek to “pave-the-way” 
for action-packed ministry to flourish. Removing barriers and creating environments in 
which to flourish are essential before full engagement occurs. Reducing the complexity 
of Christianity for church members will help ease the movement into missio Dei. As well, 
reducing the fears of engagement that members perceive will also aid the disciple-
missional activity. Lastly, the creation of intentional disciple-missional activities in an 
increasing level of engagement will facilitate the learning and the acceptance of the new 
model of ministry. These three strategic principles, when employed, will help pave-the-
way for a church to do an about face and become an externally focused church. 
 
Reducing the Complexity of Christianity 
 
The Church today has confused programs for ministry, thereby creating a plethora 
of objectives and outcomes for the Christian to absorb and achieve. The Church has 
attempted to create a buffet of ministries where each program is designed after the 
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passions and interests of its members. And the hope is that all members will be satisfied 
in engagement. Many times the scattered foci of the Church add complexity to what it 
means to be a Christian. As a result, Christianity is minimized in the member’s mind to 
whatever program they are engaged in; and the over-arching essence of Christianity 
becomes blurred. 
Reducing the complexity of Christianity is what Thomas Rainer and Eric Geiger 
strive to promote in their book, Simple Church. While the intention of their book is, 
“returning to God’s process for disciple-making”, (which is only half of the equation in 
the disciple-missional model) they make several comments about the whole church that 
are helpful for turning the church into an intentional outward looking church. “A simple 
church is a congregation designed around a straight-forward and strategic process that 
moves people through stages of spiritual growth.”2 Here, in their definition of a simple 
church, we hear echoes of clear vision and potential actions.  
The missional piece (the other half) is seen in a glimmer when Rainer and Geiger 
say “The goal is to partner with God to move people through the stages of spiritual 
growth. Changed lives are the bottom line, the intended result. Christ formed in people is 
the goal.”3 To adapt a phrase from Rainer and Geiger, and have it include the missional 
aspect, they say, [adapted as follows], “To have a simple church, you must design a 
simple discipleship[-missional] process. This process must be clear. It must move people 
toward [missional] maturity. It must be fully integrated into your church, and you must 
                                                 
2 Thomas R. Rainer, and Eric Geiger, Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Disciple-
making (Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group, 2006) 60. 
 
3 Ibid., 63. 
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get rid of the clutter around it.”4 Such a strategic process calls for a simple unified vision 
of what a disciple-missional model seeks to achieve. 
In order to facilitate the movement from an inwardly focused church to becoming 
externally focused, the church must “understand that spiritual transformation is a process, 
[and] they must respond to this reality.”5 Therefore all the ministry activities must bear in 
mind what role they play in the spiritual transformation of the people they engage. The 
very act of defining or refining ministry activity around the disciple-missional model 
begins to simplify the complexity of Christianity. All activity is seen in light of the one 
call placed on our lives – to be disciples engaged in the missio Dei. 
 
Reducing the Fears of Cultural Engagement 
 
Once the barrier of complexity is simplified by clear vision and focused ministry 
activity, the next barrier to face is that of fear. Fear of change and the misunderstanding 
of change was established earlier in the Introduction as two types of resistance that the 
church faces. Where the clarity of vision and reducing complexity aid in clearing up the 
misunderstanding of change, the fear of change remains. 
There are many reasons for both the fear of change and the misunderstandings of 
change. Craig Van Gelder says that “[the] church should expect to change as growth and 
development take place in ministry. And the church should expect to change as the Spirit 
works to bring about transformed lives living out of a new nature.”6 The leadership of a 
                                                 
4 Rainer and Geiger, Simple Church, 26. 
 
5 Ibid., 60. 
 
6 Craig Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church (Grand Rapids, MI. Baker, 2007) 155. 
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church in expecting change are to expect resistance to change, and therefore an 
understanding of change is required.  
While change is multifaceted, especially when one considers the multiple 
variations of participants, environments, and the proposed changes, two observations of 
change are helpful to note. The first observation is that change is different from 
transition; “changes focuses on an outcome and a transition a process.”7 Change is simply 
naming the content or outcome of change, as in, what is it that is changing, or what the 
results of the change are. Transition describes the process of change, as in how is change 
occurring. This is an important distinction as will be discussed further. The second 
observation of change is the types of change situations; Ronald Heifetz describes them as 
adaptive and technical situations.8 “Technical situations are those where the solutions to 
problems come from applying knowledge and skills that exist within the current 
structure. Adaptive situations are those where a new method or way of thinking is 
required and core beliefs are challenged.”9 Understanding these two observations of 
change will aid the leadership of a church overcoming both the misunderstanding of 
change and the fear of change. 
                                                 
7 Terri Martinson Elton, “Leading in the Midst of Change: A Theologically Grounded, 
Theoretically Informed Hermeneutic of Change,” Journal of Religious Leadership (Vol. 7, No. 2, Fall 
2008) 30. 
 
8 Ronald Heifetz, Leadership Without Easy Answers (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of 
Harvard Press, 1994) and Ronald Heifetz and Marty Linsky, Leadership on the Line: Staying Alive 
Through the Dangers of Leading (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2002). 
 
9 Heifetz and Linsky, Leadership on the Line, 13. 
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The two observations of change aid the leadership of church in forecasting the 
types of resistance to be expected. Distinguishing the difference between change and 
transition provides grounding landmarks on how best to communicate, what needs to be 
communicated, and to whom. This reinforces the pivotal role of vision casting; and the 
learning to cast and maintain vision is key to avoiding the misunderstanding of change.10 
Thinking through change beforehand can help leaders more effectively lead people 
through such times.11 Van Gelder says that “[congregational] leaders need to attend 
carefully to the dynamics of process when introducing change.”12  
Addressing the fear of change comes out of understanding the content of change 
and the process of change. The ability to communicate well the what and the how of 
change is charged to the leadership of the church. But when one considers the need to 
express the why of change and who will be involved (impacted by) in the change process, 
then a deeper level of communicating change is required. Social Styles, a type of 
personality profile provides not only an assessment on one’s own inclinations in social 
settings, but more so promotes one’s ability to recognize another’s proclivity and how to 
meet their expectation. The use of Social Styles also affords a look into how a person 
                                                 
10 An excellent primer on the role of vision casting can be resourced from the Leadership Summit 
2003 series of talks, specifically, Making Vision Stick, by Andy Stanley. www.willowcreek.com. (accessed 
Dec 22, 2015). 
 
11 For a more in depth look at learning one’s own hermeneutic of change, the full article on 
“Leading in the Midst of Change” by Elton is recommended. Journal of Religious Leadership (Vol. 7 No. 
2, Fall 2008). 
 
12 Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church, 154. 
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tends to frame their lenses, and therefore enables the leaders to anticipate types of 
resistance. 
Social Styles teaches one how to observe the responsive and assertive natures of a 
person which provides clues to how and what to communicate. Responsiveness is 
measured between the extremes of controlled response to uninhibited responses. 
Assertiveness is measured between the propensities of making statements or making 
inquiries. Four types of Social Styles are formulated by the variables of these 
measurements. See Figure Four.13 
 
[Figure Four: Social Styles Matrix] 
 
A person who controls their responses and who makes statements seeks to know 
the what, and therefore it is best to speak about options and probabilities to motivate their 
engagement in the change. A person who controls their responses and who makes 
inquiries seeks to know the how, and therefore it is best to speak about evidence and 
service to motivate their engagement in the change. A person who is free in their 
                                                 
13 Social Styles Matrix. Adapted from Social Styles, David Merrill, (Eden Prairie, MN: 1975 
Wilson Learning Corporation. 1988). 
Controlled Response 
Uninhibited Response 
Ask Assertive Tell Assertive 
HOW 
WHY 
WHAT 
WHO 
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responses and who makes statements seeks to know the who, and therefore it is best to 
speak about testimony and incentives to motivate their engagement in the change. And 
lastly, a person who is free in their responses and who makes inquiries seeks to know the 
why, and therefore it is best to speak about guarantees and assurances to motivate their 
engagement in the change. In summary, every communication plan about change should 
address not only the what and the how involved, but also the who and why of the change. 
Doing so ensures that every segment of the congregation have their basic answers 
addressed about the upcoming and/or current change, and the fear of change is minimized 
down to personalized sound-bytes.14 
 
Increase the Engagement in Missional and Discipleship Practices 
 
A simplified vision for church and the understanding of the change and transitions 
that will take place in the disciple-missional model lead naturally to increased 
engagement with the world that exists outside the four walls of the church. Terri 
Martinson Elton makes the observation that “God is active and present in the midst of 
change!”15 Therefore it behooves the church to pay attention to the presence of God in 
the midst of their disciple-missional ministries.  
Overcoming their fear of change, the members will begin to engage in ministry 
activities. Two aspects are key to the ongoing and increasing amount of engagement, 
                                                 
14 Social Styles, based on work originated by David Merrill, was originally engaged by the author 
as provided by the 1975 Wilson Learning Corporation (Eden Prairie, MN.), and revised March 1988. 
Since then, Social Styles is advocated by a variety of agencies and institutions, of which, The Tracom 
Group: The Social Intelligence Company (Centennial, CO.) provides excellent material and support. 
 
15 Elton, Leading in the Midst of Change, 17 
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those being the need to start small and the need to identify the learning incurred by the 
engagement. Starting small affords the members to “take baby steps” and in the process 
they are able to try out the new vision for themselves. Their active engagement will 
reveal their own points of tension: are they comfortable, do they have the skills, are the 
recipients receptive, etc. Identifying these tension points allows reflection of the 
member’s role and God’s role in the disciple-missional activity. This style of learning is 
often termed “action-reflection”. 
Action-reflection is a model of learning as opposed to the more oft model of 
learning-before-action, such as classroom learning about evangelism before going out to 
evangelize. Granted some information is needed before engagement, but trying to 
anticipate one’s points of tension before engagement and attempting to resolve one’s 
tension prior to engagement often leads to paralysis of action. Thus the act of starting 
small whilst anticipating tension go hand in hand. Increased engagement will naturally 
flow out of starting small and anticipating tension, and as the member discovers 
achievement and learning as they engage they can integrate the new learning into 
increased levels of engagement and tension-filled environments. The action-reflection 
model of learning then takes on one more aspect—that of integrating what has been 
learned. 
The role of God in the disciple-missional model cannot be neglected. While it 
would appear that it is the member who is doing the engagement, and thus the learning 
about one’s self and one’s neighbor, the role of God in his missio Dei must not be 
forgotten. After all, we might pray the Lord’s Prayer and ask for God’s Kingdom to 
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come, but we also conclude the prayer with the words, “for yours is the kingdom, and the 
power, and the glory.” The mission of God is all about God and his plans to redeem the 
world. Our role is to be disciple first – following after the leading of Jesus, and 
missionary second – participating in the sending-out by Jesus. Together these two roles 
combine into our discerning God’s call on our collective and individual lives and how to 
engage in the missio Dei. 
 
The Strategies of the Missional Objective 
 
The strategy of the disciple-missional model comes out of the collective 
discernment of the missio Dei that God places on the church. Given an understanding of 
the place of the church in the mission of God for their context, the church seeks to 
investigate their environment, both within and without the four walls of the church. Once 
the vision of the church is discerned and the need for a disciple-missional model is agreed 
to, the leadership can begin to identify and plan the strategies of being both disciple and 
missionary. The order of the goals as previously stated will guide the strategy priori; 
strategies which will provide specifics for the movement from an internally focused 
church to an externally focused church.  
 
Simplifying the Vision of the Church 
 
The tension that exists between the church and societal culture, as well as the 
tension that exists between an internally and externally focused church, requires a clear 
distinction between what it means to engage in the missio Dei, and what it means to live 
differently than the rest of society. The vision of the church must contain this distinction, 
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stating both the mission of God and the disciple’s engagement. Assessing the church’s 
direction with both of these points in mind will pave-the-way for good follow through. 
Maranatha’s process of selecting and honing a vision statement started with 
picking up on the cue of “all nations” in the commission that Jesus gave to the disciples 
to “make disciples of all nations” (Mt 28:19a). The church can begin to think of 
themselves as ambassadors, and that notion led them to remember 2 Corinthians 5:20 
which solidified the missional impetus; “We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as 
though God were making his appeal through us.” The genius of this text is that it 
identifies “who” they belong to as opposed to “what” they belong to. This is a key 
distinction that aids in the clarity of vision identifying the members as ambassadors of 
Christ, and not just participants in the church’s programs. This distinction also serves to 
clarify the belonging to Christ, as opposed to belonging to society. 
While the 2 Corinthians 5:20 verse identifies the direction, it does not clearly state 
the action that is needed to be counted as missional. 2 Corinthians 5:18,19 helps in this 
regard, providing the reason for the word “therefore” as noted in verse 20. Paraphrased, 
verses 18 and 19 state that Christ is the one who gave the church the ministry of 
reconciliation – that God is reconciling the world to himself in Christ. The identification 
of the ministry of reconciliation provides more direction to the appeal that God wants to 
make through us (verse 20). Therefore, a succinct summary of verses 20 and 18/19 could 
be as follows; we are Christ’s ambassadors working to reconcile the world back to God. 
This summary now states who we are and what we are to do, direction and action. 
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The clarity of the vision statement will serve not only to provide overall direction 
and action, but will aid greatly in discerning the next strategic steps to be taken. As well, 
the clear vision will help in discerning how the current ministry activities of the church 
may need refinement, addition or deletion. The practices of the disciple-missional church 
can now be defined and given direction as stated in the vision. 
 
Simplifying the Practices of the Church 
 
The clear vision of the church helps to distinguish the church members from 
society and reminds church members they are participating in a disciple-missional 
church. Further simplification of church practices will greatly aid the members in their 
discipleship or missional participation for the engagement in the mission of God. 
Learning from Michel Frost’s acronym to spell out a “rule of life” that names the 
activities of his church and members16, the acronym of BLESS was chosen by Maranatha 
for its mnemonic device and for its missional impetus as found in Genesis 12:3 – that we 
are blessed to be a blessing.17 The acronym is then defined to further supplement the 
vision by simplifying the activities of what it is that distinguishes a Christian from any 
other person. Using the two great commandments as a guide the letters of BLESS spell 
out how to love God and love our neighbors as ourselves (Mk 12:30,31). The final 
acronym and its correlating letters are as follows in Figure Five. 
                                                 
16 Michael Frost, The Five Habits of Highly Missional People: Taking the BELLS Challenge to 
Fulfill the Mission of God. A free E-book as made available through https://www.exponential.org/resource-
ebooks/the-five-habits/ (accessed November 24, 2015). 
 
17 On a theological note, the Genesis 12:3 and the “blessed to be a blessing” emphasis provides the 
initial Scriptural basis for theological doctrine of Election. 
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Be in conversation with God, daily. (worship) 
Learn to follow Jesus and obey his teachings. (discipleship) 
Eat with friends and strangers. (fellowship) 
Speak encouragement into the lives of others. (mission-ship) 
Share the resources you have been given with those in need. (stewardship) 
[Figure Five: Maranatha Rule of Life Acronym] 
 
The aspects of B and L together comprise action of a disciple and their love for 
God. The aspects of the two Ses comprise the action of a missionary and their love for 
their neighbor. Both the B and L and the two Ses reflect a word and deed component: the 
B is loving God in word; the L is loving God in deed; the S in Speak is to love our 
neighbor in word; and the S in Share is to love our neighbor in deed. The remaining letter 
E acts as a bridge between the two Loves, between the BL and the SSes. The act of 
Eating with a friend or stranger creates an environment for the presence of God to be 
present from one to another, from church member to neighbor. These are simplified 
descriptors of Christianity that will provide further direction and refinement to the vision 
as it plays out in the disciple-missional church. 
Promoting Active Listening as the Basis for Discipleship and Worship 
Discernment is key in the disciple-missional model of church. Ongoing listening 
to the leading of God in his mission is crucial to engaging where it is that he is leading. 
Another word for discernment is active listening, a skill that is often neglected to be 
taught, especially in the fast-paced world of the 21st Century. Active listening or 
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discernment within the Christian traditions is often promoted as lectio-divina.18 Praying 
the Scriptures is one way of describing lectio-divina, where the Christian prays certain 
portions of Scripture to God in the act of listening for what in the chosen text speaks to 
them – what it is that God wants them to know at this moment through the chosen text. 
Incorporating lectio-divina into worship times, public or private, truly symbolizes the 
love one has for God and their willingness to listen. Incorporating lectio-divina into 
discipleship practices will prove to be key to connecting active listening to action based 
ministry. 
The disciple-missionary needs to learn how to actively listen in order to hear from 
the three “persons” in the two Greatest Commandments (Mk 12:30,31), namely God, 
neighbours, and self. Listening to God fans the flames of following him in his mission to 
reach the ends of the world. Listening to the neighbors aids in discerning their needs and 
therefore enabling some planning on how to meet those needs. Listening to self will 
identify points of tension that the disciple-missionary has in pursuing both God and 
neighbor. Active listening is first and foremost an individual task, but when also done 
corporately it discerns the will of God from within the body of believers. And a church 
that hears the will of God together is transformed because the disciple-missionaries are 
first transformed through actively listening to God. 
Learning to follow Jesus and obey his teachings, the L in BLESS, highlights the 
words “follow me” that Jesus so frequently spoke, and it emphasizes action of making 
                                                 
18 Many resources exist for the understanding of and implementing of lectio-divina. An excellent 
overview of the practice is given by Margaret Guenther in her book, The Practice of Prayer (Toronto: 
Anglican Book Centre, 1998) 67-69. 
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disciples as found in the Great Commission, “teaching them to obey everything I have 
commanded you.” (Mt 28: 20) The aspect of following through this command to the 
letter of the law is compelling when one considers using a red-letter edition of a Bible as 
their guide. Discipleship material finding its impetus in the very words of Christ coupled 
with active listening should prove beneficial to the disciple. A small group study guide 
designed around the co-purpose of being and making disciples can be created to 
accomplish such a benefit.19 Further refinement of this study guide around the acronym 
of BLESS would make such a study guide foundational to the disciple portion of the 
disciple-missional model for church. 
The aspect of being a disciple is one half of demonstrating how one loves God. 
The desire to be a disciple, aided by the actions of discipleship as formulated in the B and 
the L of BLESS, will guide the church in their desire to follow through on ministry 
activities of being missional. Actively listening to God will prove to be directive not only 
to individual members but also the church as it seeks ways to engage with their 
neighbors, the nations of this world. 
Creating Environments for Members to Engage in Missional Activity 
The tension identified as fear of change and the misunderstanding of change will 
need to be overcome. While the primary action to aid the members to live through this 
tension will be active communications on the leadership’s part, the members themselves 
will require safe environments to try out the change being promoted to them. Creating 
                                                 
19 A small group study guide has been developed by the author for this purpose as stated. It is 
promoted to include no more than four people in a Huddle as they engage in 42 weeks of studying Jesus’ 
words that exemplify the BLESS acronym. The goal is not only to be discipled by such engagement, but 
also to promote the making of disciples through a multiplying type of including others. 
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safe environments will provide the members with small incremental steps of missional 
engagement, only to be increased in scope and complexity as time progresses. The two 
Ses in BLESS provide direction to creating missional environments. The church asks 
their neighbors and themselves, and God through their active listening process, how they 
might engage in Speaking encouragement to others, and how to they might Share 
resources with those in need. Perhaps the easier route would be to discern what resources 
they have to share first; which will provide avenues for when and to whom they might 
speak encouragement. 
The church facilities are already seen as safe by the members, and church 
facilities, if owned by the church, are easily identified as an abundant resource that the 
church could share with the surrounding community of neighbors. A survey of the 
surrounding community20 will help in discerning what needs exist outside of its four 
walls, that the church could help with, and then the church facility can be used as a 
vehicle for dispensing the needed resources. Case in point, the community around 
Maranatha stated that they need a free, fun event that will engage the families of the 
neighborhood. The church decided to make use of their sanctuary (good audio and video 
resources) as the venue for a monthly offering of a movie night. This ministry activity 
served dual purposes; meeting the needs of those in need, and creating a safe place where 
                                                 
20 Two types of a Community Survey are encouraged to be undertaken in the early stage of 
becoming an externally focused church. One survey where the community’s social service providers are 
interviewed for their knowledge of the needs within the community, and an individual door knocking 
campaign where the residents are asked about their likes and dislikes of the community, and also asked 
what they perceive the needs are in the community, and perhaps how a church might be able to address 
those needs. Both the social service agency and resident surveys can prove to be helpful in identifying 
needs and might just provide opportunities to collaborate with either resident or agency. 
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the members of the church could interact with their neighbors. The second purpose then 
also serves as a training ground in learning hospitality – inviting your neighbor into your 
“living room”, allowing them to make a mess, and then clean up after they have left. 
Applying the training aspect and creating environments for missional activity in 
small steps to other ministry activities can lead to some creative action-reflection ideas. 
Maranatha engages in a weekly offering of food and hospitality to the neighboring 
community. Five local churches take turns in rotation for providing a meal at a weekly 
Wednesday Night Community Dinner, centrally located in one of the five churches. 
While the event itself is an exercise in the Sharing of resources with those in need, it 
could become a safe environment for learning missional ministry. The aspect of going out 
to an off-site venue already increases the anxiety level over that of the movie night. And 
while the preparing, serving, or clean-up aspects are safe, the aspect of Eating with a 
friend or a stranger increases the anxiety component. Carefully thinking through on how 
to utilize the event as an action-reflection event for the disciple-missional model will 
further enhance the mission of God as engaged by the disciple-missionary. 
Speaking of Eating with a friend or stranger, the simple offering of coffee and 
conversation after a church service can be transformed from simple fellowship to a 
training ground for missional activity. The intentional incorporation of a “Question of the 
Day” stemming from the sermon moves the social time into an intentional fellowship 
gathering.21 Likewise a church potluck can be seen as a safe environment where the 
                                                 
21 In a recent time of discernment, Maranatha observed that true Christian fellowship only occurs 
when God is intentionally included. 
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missional directive is added to the event; carefully thinking through how the event can be 
a moment of action-reflection. The goal of course is not to allow such events to become 
programs, but rather to see them as stepping stones to greater engagement in the mission 
of God beyond the four walls of a church.  
What the previous strategies promote is how to create safe environments for 
church members to engage in, those which cause them anxiety of changing the way 
ministry is be done. Considering that “our subjective experiences are our reality, and that 
takes precedence over any theories or interpretations,”22 the church leadership will have 
exposed disciples to the missional experiences of reaching out to the lost. What has not 
been developed, but should be developed as the learning increases, is a scrutiny of all 
existing ministry activities and how they incorporate the disciple-missional model. This 
strategy continues as long as the church looks at developing missional activity that 
promote venues for the reconciliation of all peoples back to God. 
The goals of reducing complexity, overcoming fears, and increasing ministry 
engagement through the strategies of vision clarity, promoting active listening, and 
creating environments are also a method or returning the church back to its members. 
Where the CRC in Canada had a propensity to rely on specialists to do the work of the 
church, these proposed goals and strategies eliminate the bifurcation of the church. 
Kuyper’s unintended goal of sphere sovereignty creating specialists in the form of 
parachurch ministries is now promoted as being back in the hands of the general 
population of the church. The church’s promotion of engagement in all areas of life is 
                                                 
22 Dilts, Sleight of Mouth, 6. 
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now returned back to Kuyper’s original worldview where God is engaged in every square 
inch. 
 
The Leaders and Members Embodying the Missional Practices 
 
Just as change is not without its resistance, so is vision not without its blurring. 
The impetus of the change in vision requires follow through, it requires the leadership of 
the church to follow through with what they are promoting, and lead the way. Van 
Gelder, borrowing from Everett Rogers, discusses the types of adoptions to change, 
which proves helpful in guiding the disciple-missional church in implementing a new 
model of ministry. 
Van Gelder adapted a chart from Rogers which purports six types of adopter 
categories on the basis of innovativeness, from those innovating change to those who lag 
behind in adopting change. 23 See Figure Six for Van Gelder’s graphic depiction. Van 
Gelder is quick to point out that new congregations often have more persons in the 
categories on the left of the bell curve, and established congregations, those that have 
strong traditions, often have more on the right of the bell curve.24 Paying attention to 
where the church membership is on the bell curve will provide leadership with more 
insights on how readily change will be accepted. Utilizing the six types of responses will 
provide descriptors for how the leadership and the members model and implement the 
change to becoming a disciple-missional church. 
                                                 
23 Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Ed. (New York: Free Press, 2003) 281. 
 
24 Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church, 179. 
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[Figure Six: Persons’ Responses to Change] 
 
Modelling the Behaviour of Disciple-Missionary 
 
The church that takes on the disciple-missional model of ministry will quickly 
identify the innovators within their midst. These persons represent a key source for 
generating ideas; Rogers refers to them as venturesome, which is almost an obsession for 
innovators.25 While it is important to provide innovators with a voice, it is equally 
important that they have an ear for God and for the community in which they wish to 
thrive. Innovators tend to thrive on change and tend not to like the status quo, so look for 
them early on in the development of becoming an externally focused church and utilize 
their initiative. Capitalizing on their energy for positive change will likely promote more 
energy in the church and the readiness for change. 
Early adopters are persons who tend to be change-orientated, and hopefully there 
are more of these in the leadership team than not. “This adopter category, more than any 
                                                 
25 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 282. 
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other, has the highest degree of opinion leadership in most systems.”26 Their influence in 
leadership can be leveraged to aid the church in modeling the new disciple-missional 
ministry. Their engagement in discipleship activities like the BLESS study groups and in 
the missional activities like Eating with friends and strangers will go a long way to 
creating environments for hesitant members to step into. They will also be the ones who 
are trained in the Social Styles method of engagement and therefore better able to 
promote the new model to all members. Early adopters’ engagement in disciple-missional 
ministry efforts will help to visualize what change might look like and how to anticipate 
further implementation.27 
The majority of the congregation will need to live through change in order to 
understand it and begin to appreciate it. The next group of adopters, referred to as Early 
Majority, are noted as being deliberate by Rogers. Deliberate in the sense that they 
“deliberate for some time before adopting a new idea” and once decided “they follow 
with deliberate willingness in adopting innovations but seldom lead.”28 The next 
category, the Late Majority, Rogers points out that “the weight of system norms must 
definitely favor an innovation before the late majority are convinced to adopt it.”29 Thus 
the Late Majority unlike the category before them, are very skeptical. Together, the Early 
Majority and Late Majority are the largest group of adopters, representing sixty-eight 
                                                 
26 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 283. 
 
27 Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church, 180. 
 
28 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 284. 
 
29 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 284. 
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percent. Their need to experience change in order for it to make sense to them is crucial, 
and equal to that the leadership (those innovators and early adopters) must have patience 
for and care for them as they begin to experience the change.  
Where Rogers retains the last sixteen percent as one category of adopter (that of 
laggards), Van Gelder divides it into two, (the late adopters and the laggards), thirteen 
and one-half percent and two and one-half percent respectively. The late adopters are the 
group to be most conscious of as they exhibit signs of understanding change but are in 
disagreement to the changes taking place. “Persons with this response can often create 
significant discomfort during the change-cycle all the way up to and including the 
reinforcement phase.”30 The late adopters require their voices to be heard, and the 
leadership should look for ways to include them in evaluation and restructuring processes 
as their opinions may provide vital clues to enhancing ministry efforts that will satisfy 
more and more members. Although it should be stated that “such persons will not 
fundamentally modify their opinion about the change, even if they come to [adopt] it as 
the new reality.”31  
The last and sixth group to encounter in the change process is that of the laggards. 
“Not untypically, there is often a small number of persons in a congregation who will 
continue to resist and even challenge the change. It is also not uncommon for such 
persons to seek to generate support from among others to join them in fighting against the 
                                                 
30 Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church, 180. 
 
31 Ibid., 181. 
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change that was made.”32 Rogers identifies the laggard category as traditionalists, where 
their point of reference is the past.33 
Van Gelder says that the congregation’s stability and member satisfaction will 
lessen during the majority transition phase, therefore the leaders need to keep perspective 
during this phase and anticipate either increased resistance to change or the settling in to 
the new way of doing ministry.34 At this point in the change process, it will be important 
for Spirit-led leaders to understand the difference between guiding change and addressing 
conflict, especially as laggards may turn their opposition-to-change into a power-struggle. 
Throughout the implementation process of turning an inward focused church into 
becoming an externally focused church there will be more and more people embodying 
the behaviour of a disciple-missionary. The last aspect of the change process will be the 
reinforcement phase, where deeds become words, and together words and deeds reflect 
the image of Christ in the call to reconcile all peoples back to God. Invitations for people 
to “testify” to their engagement in the disciple-missional practices will help spur on the 
rest of the membership to take up the challenge. Reinforcement by modelling behaviour 
(deeds) is further reinforced when testimony (words) augment the vision, goals, and 
strategies of the disciple-missional church.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
32 Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church, 181. 
 
33 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 284. 
 
34 Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church, 181. 
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Conclusion 
 
The disciple-missional model of church having embraced its mode of disciple-
become-missionary will need to be clear in its vision of becoming externally focused. 
The goals of reducing the complexity will help not just the members but also the 
converts. Reducing the fears of engagement and of change in missional modes of church 
participation, coinciding with an increase in missional and discipleship practices, will 
ensure a smooth transition of employing the strategies. Simplifying both the vision and 
practices of the church will further enhance the implementation of goals and practices. 
Smith and Denton concluded that it would take intentionality and investment in order to 
counter the effects of MTD on our society, our culture, and its peoples.35 The ever-
present call to engage in the mission of God beckons the church forward and outward 
with intentionality and investment. 
 
                                                 
35 Smith and Denton, Soul Searching, 263. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
 
IMPLEMENTING THE MISSIONAL PLAN   
AND DISCERNING NEW METRICS 
 
 
Project Overview and Timeline 
 
The missional plan of becoming an externally focused church is not an overnight 
exercise; it is a long and slow road. The proverbial story of moving a piano to the other 
side of the church stage illustrates not only the length of time it takes, but also the 
resistance to change it stirs up within the membership. Becoming a disciple-missional 
church will be as hard as moving the piano across the stage. And if the story has any 
merit, then it is known that the church will change slowly by degrees, just as the piano 
moved an inch at a time. Therefore, deciding to become a disciple-missional church is a 
long term endeavour requiring a Spirit-led passion and discernment throughout the whole 
process.  
The project will likely take place over a number of years as various elements of 
the plan are implemented and reinforced, adjusting to both the church and the external 
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community context.1 The missional plan as laid out is an eight-year plan. The scope of 
the project can be simplified down to the strategies employed, as follows: creating a new 
vision statement that names the direction and action; creating a discipleship model that 
has as its end goal the sending out imperative; redefining current ministries to highlight 
their agreement with the vision; promoting and reinforcing the vision through a variety of 
means; creating new missional activities that prompt action-reflection learning; and 
lastly, throughout the whole endeavour to monitor, evaluate and adjust the plan as the 
contexts shift. The steps of implementation are spelled out in this chapter, which will 
conclude with a forecast of measurements, evaluations, and analysis. 
 
One Step at a Time 
 
The process of becoming an inside-out church (an externally focused church), as 
noted previously, will require a lot of passion and discernment throughout the whole 
process. John Kotter, an international authority on leadership and change, offers an eight-
stage process of creating major change. The eight stages are as shown in Figure Seven.2 
1. establishing a sense of urgency 
2. creating the guiding coalition 
3. developing a vision and strategy 
4. communicating the change vision 
5. empowering broad based action 
6. generating short-term wins 
7. consolidating gains and producing more change 
8. anchoring new approaches in the culture 
[Figure Seven: The Eight Stage Process of Creating Change] 
                                                 
1 Paul Ricoeur’s definition of culture, as spoken of in chapter two, informs that “cultures are 
preconfigured, configured, and reconfigured in the narratives and stories that express corporate 
intentionality,” thus the need for ongoing evaluation and adaptation. Greene and Robinson, 70. 
 
2 John P. Kotter, Leading Change (Boston, MA: Harvard Business Review Press, 2012) 23. 
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While this process is primarily directed at the marketplace, the steps are quite useful in 
acknowledging and referring to throughout the change process prescribed in the 
following pages.  
The impetus of this disciple-missional church process started at Maranatha with a 
sense of urgency (#1 establishing a sense of urgency) – the declining numbers of 
membership and youth – “can you help us reach the community.” It is further noted 
within the CRCNA culture that it is the Council of leaders that form the guiding coalition 
(#2 creating the guiding coalition). Without the wholehearted support of the Council, and 
other leaders, any attempt to begin the change process will likely fail. Not only are these 
leaders needed to be “on-board,” but they are to be empowered to lead the change and 
work together as a team. This step must not be overlooked or taken lightly. The 
remaining six steps of the eight-stage process will be referred to in the implementation 
process that follows by number within brackets (# stage) to alert the reader to where the 
steps being described parallel Kotter’s eight-stage process. 
 
The New Vision Statement 
 
Year One will see the formulation of a vision statement (#3 developing a vision). 
Several town-hall meetings, complete with break-out sessions, will solicit the input of the 
congregation as a whole to speak about their past, present, and future aspirations for the 
church. A typical SWOT exercise can be utilized, however a call for stories from the 
membership that relays the best and worst of times will reveal more passion for the 
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church than mere data and observations.3 The data and stories collected from the town-
hall meeting will then be assigned to a task force charged with the creation of a Vision 
statement, which will then be vetted by the leadership Council, and presented to the 
membership. 
Maranatha adopted a vision statement for the church that reflects the “blessed to 
be a blessing” theme of election; finding its impetus in Genesis 12:3, but culminating in 
the 2 Corinthians 5 theme that the church has been given the ministry of reconciliation. 
Given the need for a statement that speaks direction and action, the following vision 
statement was implemented: We strive to be Christ ambassadors in all areas of life, 
working to reconcile all peoples back to God. (2 Co 5: 20,18) This vision was further 
adapted to state the identity of the church and its members as follows: Maranatha Church 
– a community of Christ ambassadors. Implementing both vision and identity prompted 
the members to begin ownership of a new reality of both direction/action and being.  
Next, the missional impetus for becoming an externally focused church will need 
to be promoted (#4 communicating the change vision). A January start time was ideal for 
Maranatha to cast the vision for the change – a New Year, a New Vision. A sermon series 
highlighted the theological support for the change in direction. A follow up sermon series 
was preached in Spring-time, just before the lazy days of summer vacation, only to be 
picked up again in September as the new church year began again. This cycle of sermon 
teachings should repeat itself over the course of years as the change continues to be 
implemented and adapted into the life of the members. The central thrust of the teachings 
                                                 
3 SWOT refers to an analysis of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. 
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should remain constant with the newly developed vision and identity statements, however 
as the plan unfolds the teaching will augment the new actions being taken at that time.  
The promotion of the new vision will need to utilize the Social Style paradigm of 
communication. Addressing the who, what, why, and how will be important to note 
throughout all communications. Doing so will assuage some fears by identifying the 
rationale for change targeted to each segment of the membership. Social Styles format of 
communications is designed to meet each member at their preferential method of 
receiving information. 
 
Discipleship Program Initiated 
 
Designing and defining a discipleship ministry is paramount to the undertaking of 
the disciple-missional model of church (#3 developing a strategy). Ensuring a clear 
understanding of the supportive role of discipleship in becoming an externally focussed 
church is key to the success. Establishing discipleship expectations in year one, early on 
in the transition process, is important. Inspiring the membership to join in is also very 
significant to the overall strategy. 
Maranatha utilized a Fall Small Group Study series as a means of promoting 
fellowship and Bible study. The fall study series were augmented by sermon series that 
taught parallel but not duplicate material. The fall study and sermon series should be 
directed to learning more about becoming a disciple. Studies such as If You Want To 
Walk On Water You Have To Get Out Of the Boat, and The Me I Want to Be are two such 
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study series that highlight discipleship.4 For the more studious members preferring more 
biblical base than topical base, study series such as Ray Vander Laan’s Faith Lessons: 
Volumes 6 and 7, are an excellent resource.5 Lastly, the Purpose Driven Life, is also 
excellent discipleship study material as it helps to portray the Christian life in all its 
aurora, prompting discipleship in all areas of life.6 Two caveats should be understood: 
first; while the materials are not necessarily Reformed in nature, the sermon series 
enables the leadership to augment the teaching and keep it on the Reformed path, and 
second; it will be best to alternate between topical studies and more biblical studies so as 
to keep the interest of a diverse membership engaged. The overall intent is to begin to 
promote discipleship as a way of life for the membership to grasp, while at the same time 
offering one-on-one or solo discipleship opportunities for those early adopters and 
innovators. Specifics for a more fully developed discipleship model will be developed in 
the coming years as the concept of discipleship is accepted and adopted. 
 
Refine Current Programs 
 
A close look at current programs to discern their discipleship or missionary 
component is crucial to establish momentum. Identifying these current components will 
solidify that the members are already engaged in the new direction with current actions 
                                                 
4 John Ortberg, If You Want To Walk On Water You Have To Get Out Of the Boat, and The Me I 
Want to Be (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2005 and 2010 respectively). 
 
5 Ray Vander Laan, Faith Lessons: In the Dust of the Rabbi: Becoming a Disciple, and Faith 
Lessons: Walk as Jesus Walked: Making Disciples (Colorado Springs, CO: Focus on the Family, 2005 and 
2006 respectively). 
 
6 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For? (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2007). 
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(#4 communicating the change vision). Maranatha honed their Sunday School program 
for children ages three to grade six to ensure that the overall purpose was to help the 
children come to a simple faith in Jesus Christ. The youth groups, teens and young adults, 
should be scrutinized for how they teach the youth to be followers of Christ, and how 
perhaps they are engaging outsiders in their programs. The same scrutiny should occur 
for Seniors programs, Mothers programs, and social events that incorporate elements of 
the disciple-missional model. Once these elements have been identified they can be 
highlighted as ventures that reinforce the attitudes, perceptions, and actions of the church 
as they continue to adopt and adapt to the new vision. 
Year One is all about establishing the new vision without making too many 
drastic changes that might stir up resistance. The teaching from the pulpit will instill the 
theological impetus for the change. Identifying current activities under the light of the 
new vision will promote acceptance of the changes to come. Year One is laying the 
foundation for change, or as Kotter says, “The first four steps in the transformation 
process helps defrost a hardened status quo. If change were easy, you wouldn’t need all 
that effort.”7 
 
Year Two Next Steps 
 
Year One (stages 1 through 4) will have prepared the church members for the 
change that will be coming. Their hearts and their minds will have been primed. Three 
sermon series promoting the new direction augmented by one fall study series will have 
                                                 
7 Kotter, Leading Change, 24. 
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informed the membership that change is coming, if not inevitable. Now will be the time 
to evaluate. Kotter emphasises this point when he says, “Truth is, when you neglect any 
of the warm-up, or defrosting, activities (stages 1 to 4), you rarely establish a solid 
enough base on which to proceed.”8 Now is the time to evaluate. 
The leadership will need to assess the climate; to determine if the environment is 
ready for change. Undoubtedly some innovators and early adopters have begun to take 
steps in the new direction, if not undertaken some new actions. Reaction within the 
membership to any new ventures will be good indicators of the change climate. Utilizing 
the Spiral Dynamics tool at this time will aid in the discernment of change climate. 
Assessing values, beliefs, and perceptions along with their accompanying fears to change 
is what the leadership is seeking.  
Year Two, pending a positive read on the climate, is a good time to enhance and 
continue to promote the vision (#4 communicating a change vision). The church 
members by now will have heard clearly the new direction and resulting actions. Their 
new understanding, biblical or otherwise for the change, along with new expectations 
forthcoming from that new understanding now needs to define the desired outcome. The 
vision statement and identity statement will be further augmented by a stated goal. Where 
the vision identified who they are and what they are called to do, and the identity 
statement clarified their collective being, the stated goal will identify what the outcome of 
all this new change will be. To this end, Maranatha’s stated goal became simply, Active 
                                                 
8 Kotter, Leading Change, 25. 
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Ambassadors. Simply, because it reinforces the Simple Church concept, and gives a clear 
picture of the expectations, the end goal, of the disciple-missional church.  
Year Two’s calendar of events should include the aforementioned teaching 
sermons on reinforcing vision. As well, Year Two should include the fall study series. 
But now these promotional aspects of the disciple-missional model can be refined to 
include the stated goal – Active Ambassadors in Maranatha’s case. Further scrutiny of 
existing ministry activities and their subsequent redirection will be seen in light of the 
stated goal. Leadership will be asking the question of each activity, “How does this 
activity help reach the goal?” Note, the questioning occurs here in Year Two, but any 
changes should be minimized until a sense of early adopters and early majority 
acceptance is achieved. 
 
Year Three and Four Action-Reflection 
 
Where Year One and Two were all about priming for change, Year Three and 
Four are all about engaging in change (#5 empowering a broad base of people to take 
action).9 Current ministries will have been scrutinized, and potential redesign 
opportunities will have surfaced. New ministries will have been dreamed about. Now is 
the time to act on some pent up desire for change. Year Thee and Four will utilize the 
action-refection model of learning into a new way of being and doing within the disciple-
missional model of church. 
  
                                                 
9 Kotter’s stages of 5 through 7 are all about “introducing many new practices.” 24. 
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Discipleship Activities 
 
Discipleship will need to be ramped up with some identifiable process of 
increasing the learning to be and to make disciples. Here is where Maranatha adopted the 
Rule of Life, BLESS, and formulated it into a disciple-learning-making ministry. Greg 
Ogden promotes a very-small group process of multiplying disciples. “My conviction,” 
Ogden writes, “is that the primary way that people grow into self-initiating, reproducing, 
fully devoted followers of Jesus Christ is by being involved in highly accountable, 
relational, multiplying discipleship units of three or four.” 10 The intent is that a disciple 
who engages in this discipleship ministry becomes a discipler after having completed 
their first year of engagement. A discipler invites two or three more into a new group, and 
the ministry expands via multiplication. The exponential growth is what is desired, of 
course, but the focus will remain on the quality of the discipleship process, and not the 
quantity. 
Missional Activities 
 
The calling of the disciple-missional church is to train disciples that God has 
already chosen. To that end, actual engagement in missional activities will be offered to 
enhance the learning curve of the disciple. Promotion and implementation of the action-
reflection model begins in Year Three and will continue throughout the life of the church. 
Intentionally inviting people to reflect on their engagement in ministry events that the 
church hosts will begin the steep learning of what it means to be a disciple-missionary for 
                                                 
10 Greg Ogden, Transforming Discipleship: Making Disciples a Few at a Time (Downer’s Grove, 
IL: InterVarsity Press, 2003) 54. 
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Christ. Lessons learned in church hosted events can then be integrated into personal 
activities and further disciple-missional engagement.  
The current missional activities of the church will have been rethought to how 
they are in fact missional in nature (#6 generating short-term wins). The aspect of being 
sent out as disciple-missionaries heightens one’s awareness of self and the other, all in 
context of being and doing for God. In addition to the redirection of the current missional 
activities, two other promotions will occur in Year Three and Four. More engagement by 
non-active members of the church will be promoted to increase the level of participation, 
and therefore more people acting-reflecting. As well, new missional activities will be 
drawn up to expand the people’s horizons of ministry possibilities. New missional 
ministries may come from totally new sources (i.e. from community partners), or they 
may be natural extensions of current ministries (i.e. a family dinner hosted prior to the 
family movie night). Wherever new ministries arise, the key will be to promote action-
reflection-integration within the members, and for the leadership to evaluate and monitor 
the success and receptivity by the congregation. 
 
Year Five to Eight: Stay the Course 
 
Success and receptivity are vital, and Year Five will prove for many ministry 
initiatives to be a threshold that needs traversing. The Vision, Identity and Goal of the 
new disciple-missional model have been stated and restated. Ministry activity will have 
been rethought, new ministries will have started. And the members will be watching ever 
so mindfully, wondering … will this new venture fail? The full effect of the change will 
have been adopted by the late majority, but the late adopters and laggards are holding 
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their breath. Full evaluation of the new ministry model will be done so as to affirm the 
new direction/action (#7 consolidating gains and producing more change), and to permit 
nay-sayers a chance to speak their minds.  
The CRCNA offers an excellent diagnostic tool, called the Healthy Church 
Survey, which draws out opinions, and when used over the course of leading-change can 
track shifts in opinions. “The Healthy Church Survey measures eleven health areas in two 
ways: people’s perception of how healthy their church is, and people’s perception of how 
healthy they personally are.”11 The eleven markers of health are: Centrality of the Word 
of God, Kingdom Extension, Loving Relationships, Authentic Spirituality, Transforming 
Worship, Servant Leadership, Generous Stewardship, Intentional Disciple-
Making, Mission/Vision, Justice and Righteousness Advocacy, and Children and Youth 
Ministry.12 The leadership can use the survey results to illustrate to the whole 
congregation the total picture of health within their midst (as the members were the ones 
who completed the survey anonymously). Every member will be able to identify where 
they stand alongside or outside of their peers as they review the collective results taken.  
The leaders can also utilize the survey to determine where the church is strong, 
where there are opportunities, and where perhaps the strengths can be leveraged to aid in 
areas of opportunity. The Healthy Church Survey revealed to Maranatha that they were 
strong in Loving Relationships, and in the Centrality of the Word of God aspects, and 
that they had growth opportunities in Making Disciples, and Children and Youth Ministry 
                                                 
11 CRCNA, Healthy Church Survey, https://www.crcna.org/HealthyChurch/health-areas-
measured-healthy-church-survey (accessed Dec 8, 2015). 
 
12 Full descriptions of the eleven markers of a healthy church are provided in Appendix D. 
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aspects. The question posed to the members of Maranatha was; “How can we leverage 
our strengths of Loving Relationships, and the Centrality of the Word in the areas of 
Making Disciples, and Children and Youth Ministry?” Maranatha continues to live into 
that question today. 
The survey also portrays to late adopters and laggards where their opinions align 
or do not align with the majority of the members. An open forum will provide a safe 
place for concerns to be spoken, and a safe place for reflection of one’s personal stance 
on the new model of ministry. Consolidating the gains and producing more change, i.e. 
staying the course on the vision and mission of the church, will be paramount, but not 
without sensitivity to those needing more time.  
 
Additional Steps: Dancing 
 
Step by step, the principles of inserting a disciple-missional model into an 
internally focused church will have been implemented. Carefully, steps may need to be 
taken sideways, adjusting the course slightly, or backwards, adjusting for slower-than-
expected adoption, but prayerfully, transformation will have been made. In order to 
augment the change, it is highly recommended that alternate methods of promotion and 
reinforcement take place along the way. Celebrating the small steps is what might be 
called dancing mid-stride; like skipping or clicking one’s heels as they walk. Two 
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methods of dancing should be introduced, supplementing and reinforcing the missional 
identity (#8 anchoring new approaches in the culture).13 
 
Supplementing the Missional Identity 
 
The western world has moved from a rational framework to an experiential 
framework of processing data. Two prominent ways in which this change is evident is the 
use of images instead of data; a picture is worth a thousand words, so they say. And the 
voice of experience speaks louder than the voice of explanation. Therefore, the use of 
images, pictures of events in action, will be shown in order to help celebrate the disciple-
missional activity. The use of stories, testimonies of engagement, will be utilized to share 
the experience of one with the masses. These simple tools of celebration of what God is 
doing, and where the church is participating, will speak louder than mere numbers and 
reports on numbers. Visual projection within church sanctuaries makes the use of pictures 
to be highly effective and efficient, and the acceptance of personal testimony is growing 
within the rank and file of CRC in Canada members. Supplementing the missional 
identity has never been easier. 
 
Reinforcing the Missional Identity 
 
Where the use of images and stories is post-event, as in occurring after the event 
has taken place, reinforcement of the missional identity can occur during the events. 
Teaching moments arise whenever one is aware of the bigger picture while engaging in 
                                                 
13 This last stage grounds the changes in the church’s culture and helps make them stick. “Without 
the follow-through that takes place in step 8, you never get to the finish line and make the changes stick.” 
Kotter, 25. 
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the smaller task; often referred to as “being present.” The leadership are to be tasked with 
developing this skill, so as to reinforce the missional identity. The use of action-
reflection-integration type of learning enhances one’s awareness to being present, and the 
leadership will be asked to demonstrate this on-the-job skill. Doing so will not only bring 
awareness to the disciple-missionary, but it will deepen the leader’s conviction about 
their role, God’s role, and the role of Spirit at work in the other. 
 
Holistic Approach 
 
Speaking of being present in supplementing and reinforcing the disciple-missional 
model brings to mind the holistic approach to training people in this new identity of life. 
D. Michael Henderson, in reviewing the work of John Wesley and the Methodist 
movement, made the following observation that is noteworthy for the implementation of 
the disciple-missional model.  
One strategy which greatly enhanced the success of the Methodist system was the 
clear focus in each instructional mode on only one type of objective. Wesley 
avoided the temptation to try to accomplish too many purposes in any level of 
instruction. He carefully kept the various functions of his movement separate by 
limiting each group level to one major function: class meetings to alter behavior, 
societies to present information, bands to perfect ‘affections’, and so on.14 
 
The lesson taught here by Wesley is to be aware of what the overall objective is for any 
given level of engagement. For example: society meetings (Sunday worship services) 
should be aimed at the rational aspect of learning; class meetings (missional activities) 
should be aimed at reinforcing behavior; and, band meetings (discipleship activities) 
                                                 
14 D. Michel Henderson, John Wesley’s Class Meeting: A Model for Making Disciples (Nappanee, 
IN: Evangel Publishing House, 1997) 145. 
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aimed at the “affective” – one’s own piety of following Jesus. “It could be said 
metaphorically that the society aimed for the head, the class meeting for the hands, and 
the band for the heart.”15 A holistic approach to the overall implementation of the 
disciple-missional model will be further enhanced by paying attention to these over-
arching yet penetrating details. 
 
Evaluation of the Disciple-Missional Model 
 
Becoming an externally focused church using the disciple-missional model will 
require ongoing evaluation and adaption as the context continues to shift. Those ongoing 
evaluations will have been performed via use of mass surveys and or one-on-one 
discussions with members as implementation ensues. However, two types of 
measurements should be made as the church embarks on this journey, and then repeated 
as necessary to aid in the evaluation. The two measurements are quantitative and 
qualitative, as outlined below. 
Quantitative measurements are the easier of the two to assess. Traditional record 
keeping of members, such as Sunday service attendance, Sunday School enrollment, 
tithing amounts, etc. are beneficial, and as the church begins to take new directions and 
actions, the engagement in those new aspects will also need to be noted. All the ministry 
activities, from ushering to sound tech to disciple, these also need to be recorded. 
Categorization by ministry type is noteworthy: internally focused activities (those 
activities designed to serve the body within the four walls of the church) and externally 
                                                 
15 Henderson, John Wesley’s Class Meeting, 112. 
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focused activities (those activities designed to serve the community outside of the four 
walls of the church). Personalization of this measurement should also be done to record 
in what activity each member engages. By recording these numbers at the start it will be 
easy to measure length and breadth of engagement over the course of time – to determine 
if the old adage of twenty percent of the members doing all the work shifted to a greater 
participation rate. 
Qualitative measurements are the harder of the two to assess. This is where the 
Healthy Church Survey truly helps as it assesses opinions, therefore it also indicates 
underlying beliefs and values. If done early on in the change process, then by year five or 
eight the shift of opinions, beliefs, and values can be captured and graphically shown. 
However, the impact of one-on-one discussions cannot be overlooked, especially if a 
concerted effort to achieve such conversations from all the members is sought after 
within a short specific time frame. Within the CRC in Canada tradition is the role of 
Home Visitation, a once annually promoted visit by an Elder to every member within a 
designated ward of constituents. Designed to be for the spiritual-oversight of the 
congregation, these gatherings can be utilized to assess the members’ acceptance and 
response to the disciple-missional impetus and their engagement in it. Recording these 
conversations proves to be helpful in measuring the depth of engagement.  
Qualitative measurements, being the harder of the two measurements, will require 
fresh methods of calculation. Two scales of measurement are proposed to be 
implemented to assess both the individual discipleship initiative and the church’s 
missional initiative. First, Greg Ogden charted Jesus’ preparatory empowerment process, 
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which can be repurposed for the benefit of measuring the movement from being a 
disciple to becoming an disciple-missionary.16 The chart in Figure Eight can be adapted 
to suit the need to measure a disciple’s transformation of becoming more Christ-like. 
Second, Rick Rusaw and Eric Swanson charted four types of churches by measuring the 
degree to which the church was proclamation-of-the-Gospel (internal) orientated and to 
which the church was demonstration-of-the-Gospel (external) orientated. See Figure 
Nine.17 Minor commentary on each chart is given, but the combining effect of using both 
charts simultaneously will be utilized to measure transformation. 
 Pre-Disciple Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 
Jesus’ role The inviter 
The living 
example 
The 
provocative 
teacher 
The supportive 
coach 
The ultimate 
delegator 
Disciples’ role Seekers 
Observers and 
imitators 
Students and 
questioners 
Short-term 
missionaries 
Apostles 
Readiness 
Level 
Hungry to 
know whether 
Jesus was the 
long-awaited 
Messiah 
Ready to 
observe who 
Jesus is and 
the nature of 
his ministry 
and mission 
Ready to 
interact with 
Jesus and 
publicly 
identify with 
him 
Ready to test 
the authority 
of Jesus to 
work through 
them 
Ready to 
assume full 
responsibility 
for making 
reproducing 
disciples 
Key Questions 
Is Jesus the 
Messiah? 
Who is Jesus, 
and what is his 
ministry and 
mission? 
What is the 
cost of 
following 
Jesus? 
Will the power 
of Jesus work 
through us 
when we take 
on this 
ministry? 
Will I give my 
life entirely to 
the mission of 
making 
reproducing 
disciples? 
[Figure Eight: Disciple to Apostle Scale] 
 
Where Ogden illustrates Jesus’ preparatory process for making disciples and 
empowering them to become apostles, the church can utilize this scale to assess an 
individual’s progress in becoming an disciple-missionary. Of great interest is Jesus’ role 
                                                 
16 Ogden, Transforming Discipleship, 82. 
 
17 Rick Rusaw, and Eric Swanson, The Externally Focused Church (Loveland, CO: Group, 2004) 
125. 
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in all of this, which should be highlighted throughout the church’s efforts to disciple any 
individual. The key questions, noted in the chart, are then of import to be asking the 
disciple in process.  
 
[Figure Nine: Internal External Scale] 
 
Rusaw and Swanson created the above chart to help a church determine their 
current focus as they begin their journey towards becoming more externally focused. 
Using this chart as a scale to determine the transformation of the church along the way 
will help the leadership gauge reception and engagement by the members. Quadrant III, 
being the goal, is an externally focused church that proclaims and demonstrates the 
Gospel. The balance of the two is noted especially for the CRC in Canada context which 
has had such a strong emphasis on the Word of God, as illustrated by the title of their 
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pastors, and by the position of the pulpit on the stage (Ministers of the Word, front and 
center, respectfully). 
The impact of the new direction/action of the church towards becoming an 
externally focused church will be felt both within the pews and outside the four walls of 
the sanctuary. Therefore, the actual measurement of impact will be harder to assess. As 
internally focused members transform into externally focused members their lives will 
shift in ways that might be too slight to observe, especially at first. But by year five 
through to eight the members should be able to identify how their values, beliefs, 
opinions have been altered by engagement in the disciple-missional model. Therefore, a 
straightforward survey asking the members to assess for themselves how the new 
direction/action has impacted their lives will be taken.18 Asking direct questions of 
information and impact will provide the leadership with the much needed measurement 
of transformation. The information questions will “test” the members on their level of 
awareness of the vision statement as well as the rule of life. The impact questions will ask 
the members to describe how their lives have been impacted by new direction/action, and 
to provide anecdotal evidence to support their responses. The impact survey is hoped to 
accomplish what Reggie McNeal says about changing the scorecard: “These new metrics 
will push beyond the church’s own internal measures to monitoring the church’s positive 
community impact beyond its walls.”19 May the church be so blessed in its participation 
of the missio Dei that its impact beyond its four walls can actually be measured. 
                                                 
18 A sample Vision Impact Survey is provided in Appendix E. 
 
19 Reggie McNeal, Missional Renaissance: Changing the Scorecard for the Church (San 
Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2009) 6. 
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Next Steps: Beyond Year Eight 
 
The future is here, as is God’s mission to reach the world. The church’s 
engagement in the missio Dei and the church’s own identity will determine their future 
engagement. However, the goal of becoming disciple-missionaries does not stop at 
causing all the church activities to become externally focused. Nor does it stop at 
achieving one hundred percent participation rate in the ministries of the church. Both of 
which would be welcomed. Rather, the goal of the disciple-missional model is to aid 
God’s chosen people to be all that he created them to be – participants in the missio Dei 
in all areas of life. Andy Crouch states that a “transformed culture [adopted by the church 
and her members] is at the heart of God’s mission in the world, and it is the call of God’s 
redeemed people.”20 Two additional steps are proposed as the next extensions of the 
disciple-missional model into the church. The two steps are that of formulating a ministry 
for the youth of the church, and that of formulating a ministry for the members to engage 
in their own neighborhoods. 
 
Youth Ministry 
 
The youth of the church, and their retention, were the impetus for becoming a 
disciple-missionary church. Maranatha, in her eighth year of implementing the change 
process, had grown to the point where the children of her young families had reached the 
age and numbers requiring a dedicated in-house teen-ministry. Designing and 
implementing a teen-ministry proved to be most exciting when the lessons learned in 
                                                 
20 Andy Crouch, Culture Making: Recovering Our Creative Calling (Downer’s Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 2008) 189. 
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becoming a disciple-missionary church were applied to the elements of a teen-ministry. A 
fully orbed disciple-missionary plan of teen-ministry highlighted the children’s 
engagement in discipleship (how to listen to and follow Jesus), mission-ship (how to 
reach out to others that are not like them), and fellowship (how to become the body that 
Christ intended for his church). Full intergenerational engagement has also been 
incorporated into the ministry, which promotes the identity of the youth well within the 
whole body of Christ. It is hoped that the teen-ministry will live up to Dean’s aspiration 
of a Christian education that is deeply rooted in missional activity in order to reverse the 
trend of teenagers leaving the church.21 Lastly, the teen-ministry has been designed to 
create environments where the youth can experience God, engage in community, deepen 
relationships with parents, and experience the Truth of God for themselves.22 
 
Neighborhood Engagement 
 
Beyond Year Eight, the goal will be to promote the principles learned by and 
through the church to be employed in the individual’s life, and that of their families. This 
next step may well just prove to be the hardest. It is easy to do things collectively, after 
all Jesus sent out the disciples two-by-two, but to have to do this alone might be very 
intimidating. It is hoped that after having been trained, and having trusted Jesus’ role 
along the way within them via the Holy Spirit, that this would not be the case. 
Involvement with one’s own neighboring community beyond that of the church’s 
                                                 
21 Dean, Almost Christian, 22. 
 
22 Penner, Hemorrhaging Faith findings of what is required to retain the youth in church. 
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activities are the next steps to be taken. The urban setting of most churches in Canada 
accentuate this prospect. Urban churches are predominantly commuter churches; where 
the vast majority of the members commute to the church site from the suburbs where they 
reside. This aspect poses both a challenge and an insight that can be gleaned in the 
church’s next steps. 
The disciple-missional model will undoubtedly attract new people to join from the 
community in which the church is located. Hopefully, the demonstration of the Gospel in 
the community has been compelling enough to warrant an investigation by community 
residents to check out the proclamation of the Gospel. The influx of community residents 
will begin to change the demographics within the church, and more and more 
“ownership” of external focused activities will be assumed by those newly entered 
members. This shift will increase as the church continues to engage in the community in 
which it ministers. This is the insight worth noting; that community members begin to 
own the church in their own neighborhood. 
The challenge comes and has been present all along the way of transformation; 
the church members not residing in the same community as the church will not 
necessarily call that community home. While they may have been trained in that 
community, it is not their residential community. It is conceivable that some of the 
members will move into the neighborhood, and therefore take on the ownership of the 
church’s community. But it is expected that the majority will not. So the challenge 
becomes how to translate their training as disciple-missionaries into boots-on-the-ground 
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within their own residential communities. Equally challenging, whether urban or rurally 
located, is how the training translates into all areas of life. 
The two-by-two method is once again proposed for this next step. The members 
will be encouraged to find like-minded Christians in any and all areas of life, and invite 
them into a journey of disciple-missional life. These like-minded Christians need not be 
from the same denomination; the commonality of participating in the mission of God into 
that specific area of life is what is sought. Currently within Maranatha Church there are 
five families that live in one suburb. Further investigation identifies that four other CRC 
churches have thirteen members residing in the same suburb. An effort to inspire the 
eighteen families to live intentionally as disciple-missionaries in that neighborhood 
would expand the horizons of all involved. Similar commonalities could be investigated 
within employment locales where church members identify either other CRC members or 
other Christians. Equally opportunistic would be to identify and invite other Christians to 
live intentionally in the recreation activities they communally enjoy. The two-by-two 
method of engagement, employed into all areas of life, would greatly enhance and 
expand the missio Dei.  
The insight therefore comes into play that just as the residents around the church 
take on ownership of the church in their neighborhood, so the members of the church take 
ownership in being the church out in the communities in which they live, work, or play. 
“The [whole] people development approach [to the disciple-missional model] reflects an 
understanding that the church in its essence and highest expression is incarnational, not 
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institutional.”23 The transformation of the internally focused church to becoming an 
externally focused church finds its highest expression in being incarnational wherever it 
finds itself, especially when outside of its own buildings and facilities. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The process of becoming an externally focused church is achieved through the 
learning that comes through experience. The process is an experiential system, as 
opposed to one in which cognitive acquisition has been garnered solely via propositional 
truth claims. “Faith comes from hearing the message,” (Rm 10:17) yes, but instead of the 
members being told what to do from the pulpit alone, they have also experienced telling 
each other what they are doing, or have done, in their participation in the mission of God. 
Kotter notes that “culture changes only after you have successfully altered people’s 
actions, after the new behaviour produces some group benefit for a period of time, and 
after people see the connection between the new actions and the performance 
improvement.”24 The transformation of a church wishing to become a disciple-missional 
church relies heavily on the action-reflection-integration model of experiential learning. 
The disciple-missional model works best when unity in community is gathered 
around the invitation of God to participate in what he is and wants to do. “The victory is 
ours in Christ. It’s not about choosing our own missional identity. It’s about learning a 
way of love together that overcomes hatred and fear and brings about healing and 
                                                 
23 McNeal, 113. 
 
24 Kotter, Leading Change, 165. 
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renewal. Our Christ-like transformation is linked to people in the place where you are.”25 
Externally focused churches rally around Christ and become more Christ-like in the 
inside-out process. 
                                                 
25 Paul Sparks, Tim Soerens and Dwight J. Friesen, The New Parish: How Neighborhood 
Churches Are Transforming Mission, Discipleship, and Community (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity 
Press, 2014) 48. 
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CONCLUSION 
The CRC in Canada, subsumed by the culture around them, have a hard time 
distinguishing themselves from society. Affluence and cultural pressure play a part in 
distracting the members from what is truly important in their faith life. The clash between 
society and CRC in Canada church has not been helped by factors from within; common 
grace, world views, and sphere sovereignty also helped the members to blend in with the 
world around them. The declining membership, due to smaller family size and the exodus 
of youth from the church, has awoken the need to do something. Addressing the 
proclivity of the church to be self-focused, and stressing the need to be other-focused, the 
church will regain its momentum in establishing their identity as Christ followers, and not 
as those who acquiesce to societal norms. 
The principles of moving an internally focused church to become an externally 
focused church, once employed, achieve an effect greater than the stated intent – of 
becoming externally focused. The principles employed of engaging in the missio Dei, 
along with intentional discipleship will change the members in a church to that of 
becoming disciple-missionaries. Disciple-missionaries loving the Lord with their whole 
heart, soul, strength, and mind cannot help but love their neighbors. Such a life is without 
question an attractive life; one which would demonstrate not only to the youth of the 
church but also to neighbors that the Christian life is a life worth living. Churches living 
out their disciple-missional calling are not only attractive, but are engaging in all areas of 
life. The true measurement of growth will be in the telling, not in the counting. 
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The strategic principles of becoming a disciple-missional church were in and of 
themselves simplicity – to simplify the vision and actions of the church, reducing the fear 
quotient while bolstering confidence, all the while increasing engagement in the world 
outside of the church’s four walls. The process can and has often been likened to the 
turning of an ocean freightliner – slow but steady. But with God at the helm of the ship, 
and the church following the leading of God’s rudder, the church will experience a 
renewed energy and excitement for life that can only be described as contagious. 
Externally focused churches begin to live authentic intentional lives that radiate the 
goodness of God, and radiate the love of God for others. 
Transforming a church into an inside-out church will take humility, and an awe 
and quiet confidence in God’s ability. If the Maker of the world is still at work in 
reaching the ends of the earth, then what are the patterns of his activity, and what would 
it mean to join him in what he is doing in every sphere and scale of our neighborhoods? 
We can join him in his missio Dei and live out our own calling to make something of our 
churches and its reach into the world, without slowly and subtly giving in to the 
temptations to acquiesce to societal norms.1 
 
                                                 
1 This paragraph is adapted from Andy Crouch’s statement about culture making to fit the impetus 
of missio Dei and a church becoming an “inside-out church,” Culture Making, 201. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
The Modern and the Postmodern: Contrasting Tendencies  
The features in the table below are only often-discussed tendencies, not absolutes. In 
fact, the tendency to see things in seemingly obvious, binary, contrasting categories is 
usually associated with modernism. The tendency to dissolve binary categories and 
expose their arbitrary cultural co-dependency is associated with postmodernism. For 
heuristic purposes only.1 
Modernism/Modernity Postmodern/Postmodernity  
Master Narratives and metanarratives of history, 
culture and national identity as accepted before 
WWII (American-European myths of progress). 
Myths of cultural and ethnic origin accepted as 
received. 
Progress accepted as driving force behind history. 
Suspicion and rejection of Master Narratives for 
history and culture; local narratives, ironic 
deconstruction of master narratives: counter-
myths of origin.  
"Progress" seen as a failed Master Narrative. 
Faith in "Grand Theory" (totalizing explanations in 
history, science and culture) to represent all 
knowledge and explain everything. 
Rejection of totalizing theories; pursuit of 
localizing and contingent theories. 
Faith in, and myths of, social and cultural unity, 
hierarchies of social-class and ethnic/national 
values, seemingly clear bases for unity. 
Social and cultural pluralism, disunity, unclear 
bases for social/national/ ethnic unity. 
Master narrative of progress through science and 
technology. 
Skepticism of idea of progress, anti-technology 
reactions, neo-Luddism; new age religions. 
Sense of unified, centered self; "individualism," 
unified identity. 
Sense of fragmentation and decentered 
self; multiple, conflicting identities. 
Idea of "the family" as central unit of social order: 
model of the middle-class, nuclear family. 
Heterosexual norms. 
Alternative family units, alternatives to middle-
class marriage model, multiple identities for 
couplings and child raising. Polysexuality, 
exposure of repressed homosexual and 
homosocial realities in cultures. 
Hierarchy, order, centralized control. Subverted order, loss of centralized control, 
fragmentation. 
Faith and personal investment in big politics 
(Nation-State, party). 
Trust and investment in micropolitics, identity 
politics, local politics, institutional power 
struggles. 
                                                 
1 Martin Irvine. Postmodernity vs. the Postmodern vs. Postmodernism 
(http://faculty.georgetown.edu/irvinem/theory/pomo.html) accessed March 9, 2016. 
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Root/Depth tropes.  
Faith in "Depth" (meaning, value, content, the 
signified) over "Surface" (appearances, the 
superficial, the signifier). 
Rhizome/surface tropes.   
Attention to play of surfaces, images, signifiers 
without concern for "Depth". Relational and 
horizontal differences, differentiations. 
Crisis in representation and status of the image 
after photography and mass media. 
Culture adapting to simulation, visual media 
becoming undifferentiated equivalent forms, 
simulation and real-time media substituting for 
the real. 
Faith in the "real" beyond media, language, 
symbols, and representations; authenticity of 
"originals." 
Hyper-reality, image saturation, simulacra seem 
more powerful than the "real"; images and texts 
with no prior "original".   
"As seen on TV" and "as seen on MTV" are more 
powerful than unmediated experience. 
Dichotomy of high and low culture (official vs. 
popular culture). 
Imposed consensus that high or official culture is 
normative and authoritative, the ground of value 
and discrimination. 
Disruption of the dominance of high culture by 
popular culture. 
Mixing of popular and high cultures, new 
valuation of pop culture, hybrid cultural forms 
cancel "high"/"low" categories. 
Mass culture, mass consumption, mass marketing. Demassified culture; niche products and 
marketing, smaller group identities. 
Art as unique object and finished work 
authenticated by artist and validated by agreed 
upon standards. 
Art as process, performance, production, 
intertextuality.   
Art as recycling of culture authenticated by 
audience and validated in subcultures sharing 
identity with the artist.   
Knowledge mastery, attempts to embrace a 
totality. Quest for interdisciplinary harmony.  
Paradigms: The Library and The Encyclopedia. 
Navigation through information overload, 
information management; fragmented, partial 
knowledge; just-in-time knowledge.   
Paradigms: The Web. 
Broadcast media, centralized one-to-many 
communications. Paradigms: broadcast networks 
and TV. 
Digital, interactive, client-server, distributed, 
user-motivated, individualized, many-to-many 
media. Paradigms: Internet file sharing, the Web 
and Web 2.0. 
Centering/centeredness, centralized knowledge 
and authority. 
Dispersal, dissemination, networked, distributed 
knowledge. 
Determinacy, dependence, hierarchy. Indeterminacy, contingency, polycentric power 
sources. 
Seriousness of intention and purpose, middle-
class earnestness. 
Play, irony, challenge to official seriousness, 
subversion of earnestness. 
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Sense of clear generic boundaries and wholeness 
(art, music, and literature). 
Hybridity, promiscuous genres, recombinant 
culture, intertextuality, pastiche. 
Design and architecture of New York and Berlin. Design and architecture of LA and Las Vegas 
Clear dichotomy between organic and inorganic, 
human and machine. 
Cyborgian mixing of organic and inorganic, 
human and machine and electronic. 
Phallic ordering of sexual difference, unified 
sexualities, exclusion/bracketing of pornography. 
Androgyny, queer sexual identities, 
polymorphous sexuality, mass marketing of 
pornography, porn style mixing with mainstream 
images. 
The book as sufficient bearer of the word. 
The library as complete and total system for 
printed knowledge. 
Hypermedia as transcendence of the physical 
limits of print media. 
The Web as infinitely expandable, centerless, 
inter-connected information system. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
SPIRAL DYNAMICS: VMEME ASSESSMENT TOOL 
 
Spiral Dynamics Assessment Tool: Self Assessment or Community Assessment. 
Created by Dale Melenberg 
 
Characteristics: Circle the letter preceding one of the following seven characteristics in 
each column that best describes yourself or the community being assessed? 
P. Mystical spirits and 
signs 
P. Safe clans and nests P. Powerful elders P. Our people versus them 
R. Raw power displays R. Immediate pleasure R. Unrestrained by guilt R. Colorful and creative 
B. Only one right way B. Purpose in causes B. Guilt in consequences B. Sacrifice in honour 
O. Competes for success O. Goal-orientated drives O. Change to progress O. Material gains and 
perks 
G. Seeks inner peace G. Everybody is equal G. Everything is relative G. Harmony in the group 
Y. Big picture views Y. Integrative structures Y. Naturalness of chaos Y. Inevitability of change 
T. Scans the macro T. Synergy of all life T. Sate, orderly world T. Restore Harmony 
 
Decision Making: Circle the letter preceding one of the following seven decision making 
processes in each column that best describes yourself or the community being 
assessed? 
P. custom or tradition P. elders counsel P. signs or the Shaman P. clan gets the spoils 
R. tough one dictates R. what gets respect R. what feels good now R. powerful grabs the 
spoils 
B. orders from the 
authority 
B. do right, obey rules B. adhere to tradition B. righteous earns spoils 
O. bottom-line results O. test options for best O. consult experts O. successful win spoils 
G. reach consensus G. all must collaborate G. accept any input G. communal spoils 
Y. highly principled Y. knowledge centered Y. resolved paradoxes Y. competent get spoils 
T. blend natural flows T. look up / down stream T. plan for long range T. life gets spoils 
 
Education: Circle the letter preceding one of the following seven education markers in 
each column that best describes yourself or the community being assessed? 
P. paternalistic teachers P. rituals and routines P. passive learners P. family-like learning 
R. rewards for learning R. tough-love tactics R. work on respect R. controlled freedom 
B. truth from authority B. traditional stair steps B. moralistic lessons B. punishment for errors 
O. experiments to win O. high-tech, high status O. how to win niches O. mentors and guides 
G. to explore feelings G. shared experiences G. social development G. learn cooperation 
Y. becomes self-directed Y. whole-day package Y. tunes to interests Y. non-rigid structure 
T. access to world T. blend feelings and tech T. bring past to life T. maximize the brain 
 
Family: Circle the letter preceding one of the following seven family descriptors in each 
column that best describes yourself or the community being assessed? 
P. extended kinships P. rites of passage P. strict role relations P. protects bloodline 
R. gang-like battles R. builds us / them walls R. tests of worthiness R. struggles with systems 
B. seat of truth and values B. proper places for all B. codes of conduct B. teaches moral ways 
O. upwardly mobile O. demands attention O. high expectations O. image conscious 
G. grouping of equals G. participative activity G. highly accepting G. all feelings processed 
Y. shifting roles Y. Expects competence Y. takes each as is Y. information base 
T. global awareness T. grows consciousness T. broad interest ranges T. seeks outreach 
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Community: Circle the letter preceding one of the following seven community 
descriptors in each column that best describes yourself or the community being 
assessed? 
P. respects folk ways P. honors ethnicity P. lets group be itself P. guards the magic places 
R. predators in control R. danger to outsiders R. forms fiefdoms R. turf wars and vendettas 
B. peace-and-quiet B. cautious and careful B. tidy, green, and neat B. born into society 
O. caters to prosperous O. displays affluence O. buys into society O. security for the elite 
G. social safety-nets G. “politically correct” G. open for insiders G. invests in self 
Y. does more with less Y. appropriate techs Y. power is dispersed Y. integrated systems 
T. interconnected T. highly diversified T. not isolationist T. information rich 
 
Life Space: Circle the letter preceding one of the following life space descriptions in 
each column that best describes yourself or the community being assessed? 
P. old country ways P. focus on subsistence P. fearful and mystical P. full of spirit beings 
R. unconstrained R. might makes right R. winners and dead 
losers 
R. attention-seeking 
B. law abiding citizens B. places for everybody B. seeks peace of mind B. rewards to come 
O. wants to prosper now O. competition always O. leverages influence O. seeks material things 
G. thrives on belonging G. needs acceptance G. sacrifice feels good G. renews spirituality 
Y. life is learning Y. intrigued by process Y. freedom just to be Y. rarely fearful 
T. belong to universe T. fit into chain of being T. do something here T. as one with life-force 
 
Tallies: Tally and write down how many of each letter you circled for each of the six 
categories of questions, then tally each column below. The color with the highest 
value is the predominant vMEME, with other less dominant VMEMEs also at play 
in the person, and or group being assessed.1 
 
 P R B O G Y T 
Characteristics        
Decision 
Making 
       
Education        
Family        
Community        
Life Space        
Totals        
 Purple Red Blue Orange Green Yellow Turquoise 
 
 
                                                 
1 Adapted from Spiral Dynamics: Designing and Managing Healthy Communities … means 
empowerment, alignment, and integration of … Characteristics, Decision Making, Education, Family, 
Community, and Life Space. Appendix 1. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
SPIRAL DYNAMICS: COMMUNICATION GUIDE 
 
How to Communicate through VMEMEs on the Spiral to Prompt Acceptance of Change1 
 
VMEME Current Authority Persons / Structures Appeal to … to Prompt Change Acceptance 
BIEGE Caretaker 
Provider 
Biological senses – touch, taste, smell, see, hear 
Physical contact rather than symbols 
PURPLE Caring chieftain 
Shaman or elders 
Tribal clan or group 
Words from ancestors 
Traditional ways 
Traditional rites, rituals, ceremonies 
Mystical elements and superstitions 
Extended family, harmony, safety 
Recognized blood-bonds, the folk, group 
Familiar metaphors, drawings, and emblems 
Minimal reliance on written language 
RED Person with recognized power 
Straight-talking Boss 
One with something to offer 
Respected (feared) other 
Proven tough entity 
Demonstrate “what’s in it for me, now?” 
Offerings of immediate gratification if … 
Challenges to machismo/strength 
Heroic status and legendary potential 
Flashy, to the point, ambiguous, strong 
Simple language and fiery images/graphics 
BLUE Rightful proper authority 
Higher authority in the “Way” 
Down the chain of command 
According to the book’s rules 
Person with position of power 
Revered Truth keepers 
Duty, honour, country images of discipline 
Self-sacrifice or higher cause and purpose 
Traditions and established norms 
Use class-consciousness and knowing one’s place 
Propriety, righteousness, and responsibilities 
Assuage guilt with correct consequences 
ORANGE One’s own right-thinking mind 
Successful mentors and models 
Credible professionals 
Prosperous elite contacts 
Advantageous to self 
Based in proven experience 
Findings of Science 
Competitive advantage and leverage 
Success motivations and achieving abundance 
Bigger, better, newer, faster, more popular 
Citations of experts and selected authorities 
Experimental data and tried-and-true experience 
Profit, productivity, quality, results, wins 
A demonstration of the best option 
GREEN Consensual community norms 
Enlightened friend or colleague 
Outcome of participation 
Resultant of enlightenment 
Observation of events 
Participative decision process 
Team’s collective findings 
Enhance belonging, sharing, harmony of groups 
Sensitive to human issues and care for others 
Expand awareness and understanding of inner self 
Symbols of equity, humanity and bonding 
Gentle language along with nature imagery 
Build trust, openness, exploration, passages 
Real people and authentic emotional displays 
YELLOW Any information source 
Competent, more knowing person 
Relevant, more useful data 
Merge hard sources and hunches 
Conscious and unconscious mind 
Disregards status or prestige 
Interactive, relevant media, self-accessible 
Functional “lean” information without fluff 
The facts, the feelings, and the instincts 
Big picture, total systems, integrations 
Connect data across fields for holistic view 
Adapt-mesh, blend, access, sense, gather 
Self-connecting to systems and others usefully 
TURQUOISE Experience of discovery 
Learning in communal network 
Holistic conception of reality 
Systems across the planet 
Resonance with the First Tier 
Multidimensional chunks of insight 
Use of multi-tiered consciousness to access 
Renewed spirituality and sacrifice to whole 
Ecological interdependency and interconnections 
Macro (global) solutions to macro problems 
Community beyond nationalities or partnerships 
High-tech and high-touch for experiential knowing 
 
                                                 
1 Adapted from Spiral Dynamics: Mastering Values, Leadership, and Change. Appendix 2. 
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APPENDIX D 
 
HEALTHY CHURCH SURVEY: MARKERS OF HEALTH 
 
 
The Healthy Church Survey measures eleven health areas in two ways: people’s 
perception of how healthy your church is and people’s perception of how healthy they 
personally are. Below is a list of these health areas and a brief description of what they 
involve. 
1. Centrality of the Word of God — Bible is foundation of our teaching and 
preaching; we are applying God’s word in every area of life; we proclaim and 
teach the bible in a clear, theologically sound and practical way that reflects the 
Reformed confessions; we preach gospel of Christ to a lost and broken world. 
 
2. Kingdom Extension — Passionate about reaching our community, nation and 
world with gospel; we are engaged in surrounding community, making positive 
changes; our members bear personal witness to their faith in Christ. 
 
3. Loving Relationships — Build loving relationships without allowing differences 
to become barriers; we intentionally create opportunities for individuals to engage 
with one another in practical ways in our congregation; strengthen relationships 
with small groups and mutual accountability; use biblical principles in handling 
conflicts. 
 
4. Authentic Spirituality — deeply aware of our inclination to be conformed to this 
world, our congregation emphasizes presence and power of Holy Spirit, enabling 
us to live transformed, obedient lives; in every area of life, our church enables and 
encourages us to know God and follow him; we practice spiritual disciplines in 
our daily lives. 
 
5. Transforming Worship — Our worship engages our hearts, minds and emotions 
in glorifying God; sacraments of baptism and Lord’s Supper integral to our 
worship and celebrated regularly; worship planned to engage and influence both 
Christians and those not yet committed to Christ; church appeals to various 
generations attending worship services. 
 
6. Servant Leadership — leaders committed to developing and empowering 
leaders in our church; our leaders are more concerned about members’ spiritual 
development than their own success; leaders work as a team and are held to high 
standard of godliness and competence. 
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7. Generous Stewardship — we joyfully share our time, talents and treasures in 
ministries of the congregation, classis and denomination; we teach stewardship 
principles; our church builds on gifts in our church and community; church 
promotes faithful stewardship of God’s creation. 
 
8. Intentional Disciple Making — measure effectiveness by how members’ 
attitudes and behavior mirror Christ; we have clear picture of disciple making 
process, built into fabric of our church; we are committed to seeing each member 
use their spiritual gift(s) in context of the church. 
 
9. Mission/Vision — our congregation has clear sense of church’s mission and 
compelling vision for its future; we periodically assess all areas of our church’s 
effectiveness based on our mission, vision and goals; we are willing to sacrifice, 
change, take risks, even suffer for sake of the gospel. 
 
10. Justice and Righteousness Advocacy — we proclaim the biblical message of 
fairness and equity for all, advocating for justice in the world; our congregation 
demonstrates God’s passion for poor, disenfranchised and homeless; we minister 
effectively to people with disabilities, those who have suffered abuse and others 
who suffer in our community. 
 
11. Children and Youth Ministry — Our congregation makes this ministry a high 
priority and has a strategy for the faith formation of children and youth; we 
support parents in their efforts to nurture the faith of their children; our youth 
remain in a Christian church after becoming adults; we include children and youth 
in all aspects of congregational ministry.1 
 
                                                 
1 CRCNA. Healthy Church Survey, https://www.crcna.org/HealthyChurch/health-areas-measured-
healthy-church-survey, (accessed Dec 8, 2015). 
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APPENDIX E 
 
VISION IMPACT SURVEY: MARANATHA CHURCH SAMPLE 
 
Maranatha Vision Impact Survey: 
A visioning process began at the Spring 2007 Congregational Meeting; two main 
questions were asked: What would you like Maranatha to be known for, and, if there was 
one thing that the church could do what would that be? The answers were compiled, 
reported to Council, and a Vision Task Force was mandated to come up with a new 
Vision Statement for our church. In 2008 Council adopted the Vision Statement that is 
currently in place. Thus began our journey of intentional ministry focus following the 
new vision. The Vision has since been promoted, preached on, acted on, and lived by the 
members of Maranatha. The vision statement was supplemented by an “identity phrase” 
and a “goal phrase” in subsequent years. As well, ministry activities were refocused, new 
ones added, and our Council restructured, all on account of the current vision statement.  
 
The survey that follows is an attempt to obtain information and stories about how 
Maranatha’s Vision Statement has impacted your life, and to what degree. The survey 
will start with a few informational questions (page 2,3), proceed to asking impact 
questions (page 4,5), and conclude with some demographic questions (page 6). It is 
predicted that it will take 30 minutes to complete this survey. 
 
Please note that at times this survey may seem like a test, but we assure you it is not! The 
questions asking you to recall details of our ministry efforts is in itself survey material. 
 
Thank you for participating in this survey. Thank you for engaging in your faith life at 
and with Maranatha – your participation is what continues to make Maranatha vibrant! 
 
(1) 
 
Vision Information: 
Please write out Maranatha's Vision Statement as best you can . . .  
 
Please complete the following identity phrase. "Maranatha Church: a community of . . . " 
 
Please complete our goal phrase. A_______ A_________. 
 
(2) 
 
Rule of Life Information: 
Maranatha chose the acronym BLESS in 2011, and its corresponding phrases are a simple 
reminder of what it is that we as Christians are called to do each and every day. 
Please complete the phrase that begins with the following words. 
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 BE 
 LEARN 
 EAT 
 SPEAK 
 SHARE 
 
In September 2013 Council adopted a new structure where one elder and one deacon 
were assigned to one of five ministry foci of our church. Can you name the five areas? 
 
(3) 
 
Vision Impact: 
The vision statement is as follows: We strive to be Christ Ambassadors in all areas of 
life, working to reconcile all peoples back to God. (2 Cor. 5:20,18) 
 
Has this vision been beneficial for the church? If yes, how so? 
 
If the vision has been harmful, please explain. 
 
Describe how the vision statement and Maranatha’s pursuit of it impacted your faith life, 
or in the life of others? 
 
Can you give an example, tell a story, that illustrates the impact in your life? 
 
(4) 
 
Rule of Life Impact: 
The BLESS acronym as promoted since 2011 is as follows: 
Be in conversation with God, daily. 
Learn to follow Jesus and obey his teachings. 
Eat with friends and strangers. 
Share the resources you have been given with those in need. 
Speak encouragement into the lives of others. 
 
The BLESS acronym is an attempt to portray the simple acts of Christianity, often 
referred to as a Rule of Life; have you found this to be helpful to you? If yes, how? 
 
Which of these five statements have you found most impactful? 
 
Have you participated in a BLESS Huddle? Yes or No. If yes, was it beneficial to you? 
 
Are you interested in participating in a BLESS Huddle? Yes or No. If No, what has 
stopped you from participating in one? 
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(5) 
 
Demographic Information: Please tell us a little about yourself. 
 
Are you a member, affiliate, or observer of Maranatha? 
 
How many years have you been associated with Maranatha?  
 
What gender are you? 
 
What age category are you in? 
 
Are you married, single, or . . .  
 
Please provide your name. (not required, but helpful if there is follow up after the 
survey.1 
 
(6) 
 
                                                 
1 Created by Dale Melenberg for use by Maranatha Church, Calgary. December, 2015. 
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